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Abstract
Development of imaging technology coupled with the evolution of medical instruments
enabled a new class of medical procedures: minimally invasive image-guided interventions. In
these procedures both sensing and intervention are performed indirectly, through the use of
various devices and tools, in a minimally invasive manner, i.e., causing minimum damage to the
healthy body tissues.
The objective of my research work was to address some of the current challenges in
development of minimally invasive image-guided intervention systems, by creating a generic
system model and specific image enhancement and registration methods.
I developed a new method – support vector machine temporal filtering (STF) – to enhance vessel
visibility in X-ray angiography sequences using statistical learning technique. I created a new
kernel function to incorporate a locality constraint into the support vector machine framework,
which improves vessel visibility simultaneously in both low-contrast and high-contrast image
regions. The performance of the new method was compared to existing methods in synthetic
data and clinical images. The STF method provided substantially better vessel contrast and more
robust motion artifact suppression than commonly used existing techniques.
I participated in the development of another minimally invasive intervention system, which
used robotic assistance and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) guidance for prostate biopsy. During
clinical trials of this system often non-negligible biopsy targeting errors occurred, mainly
attributed to dislocation of the prostate. I developed a method for understanding and quantifying
prostate motion by volume-to-volume registration of images taken at various times during the
procedure. I also created a method for improving targeting accuracy by compensating prostate
motion during the procedure. The methods were validated on simulated and clinical images.
A generic model of image-guided intervention systems are needed to make their design,
implementation, and maintenance more efficient. I extended the conventional human
supervisory control model to create a heterogeneous human supervisory control (HHSC) model, which
gives an accurate representation for a wide range of minimally invasive image-guided
intervention systems. Applying the HHSC model enables utilization of all real-time and non-realtime information acquired during the image-guided procedure. I created a new data
representation scheme that can be used to store multi-version spatiotemporal data (variants of
the same information acquired at different times or using different sensors) in a scene graph
using matrix nodes. The scheme allows complete representation and flexible exploration of all
data acquired during an image-guided interventional procedure. Clinical usefulness of the
developed methods was demonstrated in three specific procedures: MRI-guided prostate biopsy,
ultrasound-guided focal brachytherapy of the prostate, and X-ray-guided intracardiac robotic
catheter ablation.
The described new model and methods were evaluated for specific procedures in simulated
and clinical environment and they are adaptable for various minimally invasive image-guided
intervention systems. The MRI-guided prostate biopsy system that utilizes the developed
concepts is in clinical use in multiple hospitals.

Kivonat
A képalkotó technológia és a műtéti eszközök folyamatos fejlődése új típusú orvosi eljárások
alkalmazását tette lehetővé. A kép által vezetett (image-guided) minimál invazív (minimally
invasive) eljárások során mind az érzékelés, mind a beavatkozás közvetve, különféle képalkotó
berendezések és beavatkozó eszközök alkalmazásával történik; minimál invazív módon, vagyis az
egészséges szöveteket a lehető legkevésbé károsítva.
Munkám során a kép által vezetett minimál invazív beavatkozásokat megvalósító rendszerek
néhány fontos problémájának megoldását tűztem ki célul. Megalkottam egy új, általános modellt
ezen rendszerek leírására, valamint képjavítási és regisztrációs eljárásokat készítettem néhány
konkrét beavatkozáshoz.
Kidolgoztam egy új, statisztikus tanuláson alapuló módszert, a szupport vektor gépes (support
vector machine, SVM) időbeli szűrést (SVM temporal filtering, STF) az érhálózat láthatóságának
javítására röntgen angiográfiás felvételeken. Új kernel függvényt készítettem térbeli lokalizációs
kényszer megvalósítására SVM keretrendszerben, amellyel az érhálózat láthatósága egyidejűleg
javítható magas és alacsony kontrasztú képterületeken. A kidolgozott STF módszert szimulált és
klinikai röntgen angiográfiás képsorozatokon teszteltem. Az STF módszer használatával, az eddig
széleskörben alkalmazott eljárásokkal összehasonlítva, jelentősen javult az erek háttérhez képest
észlelt kontrasztja, illetve csökkent a mozgási műtermékek zavaró hatása.
Részt vettem egy másik minimál invazív beavatkozást támogató rendszer fejlesztésében is,
amely MR által vezetett robotizált prosztata-biopsziát (szövetmintavételt) valósít meg. A klinikai
beavatkozások elemzése során kiderült, hogy a prosztata elmozdulása gyakran jelentős találati
hibát (megcélzott és eltalált pont közti eltérést) okoz. Kidolgoztam egy deformációs
képregisztrációs módszert, melynek segítségével a beavatkozások során történő elmozdulások
kvantitatívan jellemezhetők. Új eljárást alakítottam ki továbbá, a találati pontosság javítására,
mellyel a prosztata elmozdulásai kompenzálhatók. A szimulált és valós környezetben való
tesztelések azt mutatták, hogy az új módszerek eredményesen használhatók klinikai gyakorlatban.
A kép által vezetett minimál invazív intervenciós rendszerek tervezését, megvalósítását és
karbantarthatóságát egy általános rendszermodell nagyban elősegíti. Az emberi felügyeleti
irányítás modelljének kiterjesztésével elkészítettem a heterogén emberi felügyeleti irányítás
modelljét (heterogeneous human supervisory control, HHSC), amely pontosan leírja a heterogén
minimál invazív kép által vezetett intervenciós rendszereket. A HHSC modell alkalmazásával a
beavatkozások során rögzített valósidejű és nem valósidejű információk egyaránt hasznosíthatók.
Új adatábrázolási módot dolgoztam ki, amellyel többverziós téridőbeli adatok egy színtérgráfban
mátrix csomópontokként ábrázolhatók. Az ábrázolási mód alkalmazásával a kép által vezetett
beavatkozások során nyert minden adat rögzíthető, és különböző téridőbeli dimenziók mentén
bejárható. A kidolgozott módszerek klinikai használhatóságát három intervenciós rendszeren
(MR által vezetett prosztata biopszia, ultrahang által vezetett fokális prosztata brachyterápia és a
szív röntgen által vezetett robotizált katéteres ablációja) illusztráltam.
A leírt új modell és módszerek szimulált és klinikai környezetben kerültek kipróbálásra, és a
kiválasztott felhasználási lehetőségeken kívül számos más, kép által vezetett minimál invazív
eljáráshoz is adaptálhatók. Az általam kidolgozott alapelvekre épülő, MR által vezetett prosztata
biopszia rendszert jelenleg több kórházban sikeresen alkalmazzák.
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Chapter 1.

Introduction

1 Introduction
For centuries physicians used their senses directly, mainly sight and touch to diagnose and
treat illnesses. The emergence of X-ray radiography in the first decades of the 20th century,
followed by several new medical imaging modalities, such as X-ray computed tomography (CT),
ultrasound, and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) enabled the physicians to acquire accurate
structural information from the human body without direct physical interaction. Development of
imaging technology, coupled with the evolution of medical instruments, soon led to the
appearance of a new class of medical procedures: minimally invasive image-guided interventions.
In these procedures both sensing and intervention are performed indirectly, through the use of
various devices and tools, in a minimally invasive manner, i.e., causing minimum damage to the
healthy body tissues.
The main challenges in image-guided intervention research are high-resolution visualization
and navigation, efficient image acquisition, registration, and segmentation, handling
intraoperative tissue deformations, and standard methods for performance validation
([Haigron2009], [Cleary2010], [DiMaio2007b], [Haidegger2010]).
X-ray-guided minimally invasive interventions through blood vessels were one of the first
minimally-invasive image-guided procedures. The first image of blood vessels (Figure 1-1 left)
was acquired by Haschek and Lindenthal in 1895, a few months after the discovery of X-rays.
The vasculature was made visible by injecting contrast agent into the veins ([Bakal2002]). The
main idea for vascular imaging has not changed, vessels are still visualized using a similar
technique (see an example of how an image looks like nowadays in Figure 1-1 right). The main
difference is in how much X-ray dose and contrast agent (both of them are harmful if used
excessively) are required to produce a sufficiently good quality image.

Figure 1-1. The first X-ray image of the vasculature (source: Trevert, E. (1896), ‘Something about x-rays
for everybody’), acquired by Haschek and Lindenthal in Vienna in 1895 (left); image of a
hand acquired 100 years later using a GE AdvantX® X-ray angiography system (right).

I had the opportunity to participate in the development of the GE Innova® interventional Xray system. One of my goals was to create a new method that can be used in these systems for
improving the visibility of blood vessels without extra X-ray or contrast agent dose, or achieving
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equivalent image quality with lower dose, by utilizing the temporal information contents of the
acquired image sequences. The developed method and the achieved results are described in
Chapter 2.
Most of the medical imaging modalities (such as ultrasound, CT, endoscopy, MRI) have
found their ways to be used for guidance of minimally invasive procedures. Among these
modalities MRI has one of the greatest potential, as it provides excellent soft tissue visualization
in three dimensions and can also be also used for monitoring of temperature and characterizing
blood flow. Numerous MRI-compatible interventional devices have been developed in the last
few years. The MRI scanner manufacturers also strive to create systems more suitable for
interventional use by making the patient more accessible (by using wide, short, open imaging
bores) and implementing support for therapeutic devices (by open communication interfaces,
customization of the device, etc.).
I participated in the development of a robot-assisted MRI-guided prostate biopsy system
(using the robot described in [Krieger2005], Figure 1-2). The needle positioning device was very
accurate when used in test phantoms (Figure 1-2 left). However, during clinical trials of the
system often non-negligible biopsy targeting error occurred, mainly attributed to dislocation of
the prostate. The objective of my research work was to understand and quantify the prostate
motion, and create a compensation method that enables good targeting accuracy even if the
subject moves. This work is described in Chapter 3 of the thesis.

Figure 1-2. Testing the targeting accuracy of the prostate biopsy robot in a phantom experiment (left),
and during a clinical case ([Susil2006], right).

While developing and working with different image-guided intervention systems I realized
that although some low-level hardware and software components are shared between different
implementations and design requirements of these systems were very similar, each system was
designed and re-developed from ground up. This could be explained by the fact that there was
no accurate generic model available for these systems. Without a common model sharing and
reuse between different systems are very difficult. I targeted to create a system model for imageguided interventions which can serve as a common architectural basis for various specific system
implementations. The results of this work are presented in Chapter 4.
Main contributions of this thesis, overview of the results and the list of related publications
are described in Chapter 5.
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2 Vessel enhancement by
temporal statistical
learning
2.1 Introduction
Morphological or anatomical information about the vascular system is essential for detection
of vascular diseases and planning of surgical procedures or catheter interventions. Vessels,
organs of interest and tools (such as the tip of the catheter, balloon, stent) have to be visualized
with the highest spatial and temporal resolution and fidelity so that their size, relative position
and temporal changes can be estimated accurately, while irrelevant background structures
(bones, muscles, etc) should be suppressed. X-ray imaging – typically performed with digital
subtraction angiography protocol ([Brody1982]) – fulfills all these visualization needs. Other
imaging modalities, such as CT, MRI, ultrasound are also increasingly used to obtain information
about the vasculature ([Patel2002]), and have certain advantages, such as: CT, MRI, ultrasound
are not invasive, they do not require insertion of a catheter into the investigated vessel segment;
ultrasound and MRI do not use ionizing radiation and allow direct flow measurement; CT and
MRI can acquire cross-section images instead of projection images. X-ray angiography still offers
the highest spatial and temporal resolution and still the gold standard in many imaging situations.
In X-ray angiography usually a radio-opaque contrast agent (also called contrast medium or
indicator) is injected into the vessels of interest by means of a catheter. The contrast agent travels
through the vessels, increasing their contrast, and is eventually washed out by the blood stream.
A series of image frames are acquired during this process, which contains the spatiotemporal
information necessary to estimate the morphology of vessels as well as the dynamics of the
blood flow.

2.2 Research goals
The focus of the work presented in this chapter is to develop an automatic vessel
enhancement method to enhance the visibility of blood vessel morphology in X-ray angiography
image sequences, by utilizing the full spatial and temporal information contents of the images.
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2.3 Related work
2.3.1 X-ray angiography image stacking methods
X-ray images are two-dimensional (2D) projections of three-dimensional (3D) structures, where the
gray level of a pixel is determined by the energy flux ( Φ ) of the X-rays incident at the
corresponding detector element ([Webb2002]). The flux is sum of the linear X-ray attenuation
coefficient ( µ ) integrated over all particles along the λ (ξ ) line that the X-ray traverses from the
source to the detector, integrated for the whole energy spectrum:

 1

Φ ( x, y ) = ∫ S( x, y, E ) exp − ∫ µ (λ (ξ ), E )dξ dE
0
 0

∞

S( x, y, E ) is the energy spectral density of the source, into the direction that corresponds to

(x, y) position on the detector; E is the energy. The attenuation coefficient is dependent upon the
type of material at position λ (ξ ) and on the energy of the rays.
Assuming monoenergetic X-rays, so that S is non-zero only for a specific Eq energy, and

S( x, y, E ) = Φ 0 ( x, y )δ ( E − E q ) , where Φ 0 ( x, y ) is the flux measured when the rays arrived to
(x, y) position passing through vacuum. The flux can then be expressed according to the
Lambert-Beer’s law:

 1

Φ ( x, y ) = Φ 0 ( x, y ) exp − ∫ µ (λ (ξ ), E q )dξ 
 0

The gray level of an image pixel at position (m, n) after calibration and logarithmic processing
of the flux is proportional to the integral of the attenuation coefficient (for the specific Eq
energy):
1

Eq. 2-1

f (m, n) ∝ ∫ µ Eq (λ (ξ ))dξ
0

According to (Eq. 2-1), using logarithmic processing the change of gray level of a vessel due
to contrast media injection is proportional to its concentration in the vessel ([Kruger1979]).
Therefore the indicator dilution curve (IDC) – the contrast agent concentration in the vessel as a
function of time – is proportional to the gray level of vessel pixels as a function of time. As an
example, Figure 2-1 shows the positions of four vessel pixels in three different frames of an
image sequence, and Figure 2-2 the respective IDCs.
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Figure 2-1. Three frames of a XA image sequence. Note that different parts of the vessel tree are opacified
in each frame.

1
2
3

4

Figure 2-2. Indicator dilution curves, showing the gray level evolution of the 4 marked pixels in Figure
2-1. The position and shape of the curves change smoothly along the segment. The average
number of samples per curve is 10. Logarithmic processing was applied and background was
subtracted.

Current methods for obtaining morphological information usually utilize only a fraction of
the spatiotemporal information contained in an X-ray angiography (XA) image sequence, or they
have other limitations – as it will be shown in the followings. The use of temporal information
(evolution of gray levels of pixels in time) in the sequence is generally limited to simple averaging
and subtraction operations on selected frames. Generally this can be expressed as
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N

Eq. 2-2

d (m, n) = ∑ k mnt f (m, n, t )
t =1

(that is the output frame of the processing is a linear combination of the acquired frames),
where f(m, n, t) is the brightness of the pixel at (m, n) position in the t-th frame of the recorded
sequence, kmnt is the weighing coefficient and d(m, n) is the resulting filtered image. In most cases
the coefficients are the same for all pixels of a frame: kmnt = kt.
The prevalent technique in clinical practice is Digital Subtraction Angiography (DSA), in which a
frame (called mask frame) that was taken before the appearance of the contrast agent is subtracted
from frames (live or contrast frames) containing opacified vessels. In terms of coefficients this can
be expressed as

 1, t = C

k t = − 1, t = M
 0, all other t

(assuming that the contrast frame is the C-th, the mask to be subtracted is the M-th frame in
the sequence). Unfortunately, the resulting frames do not contain only the opacified vessels, but
also several artifacts due to patient motion, noise, and variations in the power of the X-ray
source. Several techniques impacting patients and sensors exist to reduce motion and minimize
its effect. Motion correction algorithms have been also developed to align the mask and contrast
frames. The alignment reduces the motion artifacts and gray level variations in the image
retrospectively (a comprehensive review is given in [Meijering1999]). Although these techniques
significantly improve the visibility of vessels and at the same time preserve blood flow dynamics
information, they are not optimal for determining the vessel morphology. One disadvantage is
that they attempt to solve two different problems (vessel visibility and blood flow) at the same
time. Another drawback is that one must use several frames to study the whole vessel tree
because as the contrast medium travels through the vasculature not all the vessels of interest are
opacified simultaneously.
Sensor noise and artifacts that can be interpreted as random noise can be reduced in the
subtracted image by using a mask frame equal to the average of a few frames taken before the
contrast agent appearance. This mask averaging can be expressed for NM mask frames as

1,
t =C
 1
, t ∈ M 1 , M 2 ,..., M N M
k t = −
 NM
0,
all other t

{

}

A frame that contains all the contrasted vessels can be constructed so that the resulting frame
contains the lowest gray level (or highest, if the indicator appears as increase in gray level) at each
pixel position. This technique is called peak opacification, and it allows visualization of the
complete contrasted vasculature, independent of flow dynamics, and also increases signal-tonoise ratio. The coefficients can be expressed for each pixel:
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k mnt

( f (m, n, w) )
 1, t = arg min
w

= − 1, t = M
 0, all other t


Mask averaging and peak opacification reduce noise and can result in images that contain the
whole vessel tree, but they do not provide optimal noise reduction and results include the effects
from noise and artifacts from all the processed frames.
There are applications that require changing the position of the detector during acquisition,
such as rotational angiography (rotating the detector to acquire information for true 3D
reconstruction of vessels) and bolus chasing (translating the detector to follow the flow of the
contrast agent for extended period of time in peripherals). During image acquisition the detector
is moved along the same trajectory two times: with and without contrast injected in the vessels to
acquire the mask and then the matching contrast frames. The technique is called time interval
difference subtraction. If a contrast frame was acquired p frame after the matching mask frame,
the coefficients can be expressed as

 1, t = p + mask frame

k t = − 1, t = mask frame
 0, all other t

Digalakis and Ingle proposed a technique based on three-dimensional (3D) least-squares
prediction, which combines spatial and temporal filtering ([Digalakis1989]) to reduce image
noise. The general form of a recursive 3D filter is

d (m, n, t ) = ∑∑∑ k uvw f (m − u, n − u, t − w) +
u

v

w

+ ∑∑∑ buvw e(m − u, n − u, t − w)
u

v

w

,

where e(m, n, t) is the input of the filter. They assume that the types of motions that result in
structured noise are low-varying, whereas the contrast agent flows rapidly through the vessels;
therefore the motion can be predicted from the previous frames in the image sequence, whereas
the flow of the contrast agent cannot. They use the linear predictor:
f (m, n, t ) = −∑∑∑ k uvw f (m − u , n − u , t − w) +e(m, n, t )
u

v

w

The error e(m, n, t) will correspond to the changes caused by the contrast in-flow; and it is free
of motion artifacts, if the slow varying motion was predictable. They perform least-square
analysis to determine the coefficients kuvw, minimizing the total squared error in an analysis area
(where the signal is stationary; typical sizes for an 512x512 pixel, 12–16 frame cardiac sequence:
64x64 pixel spatially and the whole sequence length temporally).
Temporal bandpass filtering (TBF) methods have been proposed as an alternative to DSA
including temporal dynamics ([Kruger1981], [Kruger1982], [Kruger1979], [Liu1985],
[Riederer1983], and [Kump2001]) with the aim of achieving high-quality images with optimal
contrast-to-noise ratio and better dose efficiency.
Contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) is defined as:
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CNR =

V −N

σ V2 + σ N2

,

where V , N and σ V , σ N are, respectively, the means and standard deviations of intensities at
vessel and background (non-vessel) pixels.
TBF methods have been realized either by a recursive filter ([Kruger1981]), which employs a
fixed prospective filter whose based on a priori assumptions; or by a matched filter
([Kruger1982]) based on measurements of the actual gray level changes of vessel pixels in time.
According to [Kruger1982] in images processed by the matched filter the signal-to-noise ratio
can be improved by a factor of 2–2.5 without X-ray dose increase, or that for the same resultant
signal-to-noise ratio the dose can be reduced by a factor of 4–6. A filter matched to the contrast
bolus is mismatched for all other inputs, and can therefore reduce motion artifacts, especially
when the sampling rate in time is high enough to prevent aliasing of rapid patient motion in the
passband of the filter, or when using integrated samples.
However, the crucial problem for temporal methods is how to model the evolution of gray levels with
sufficient generality. Several factors make this evolution difficult to capture in filters or models
constructed manually. For instance, the IDC is different in different parts of the body; it depends
on vessel anatomy (diameter, wall elasticity, etc) and on the distance from the point of injection
of the contrast agent; and it is influenced by noise, variations of the X-ray source, and patient
motion.
Kruger et al. ([Kruger1979]) recommended spatial averaging of gray level changes in a small
user-defined window that contains a vessel, instead of considering a single vessel pixel, to reduce
the effect of noise. The idea of using several windows and applying the contrast dilution curve to
vessel segments in the neighborhood of each window was suggested in [Kruger1982] to handle
the blood flow differences between vessel segments, but the authors do not give any guidance
about how to implement such a method.
Kump et al. ([Kump2001]) used approximate matched filtering (AMF) consisting of a correlation
with a kernel that approximates the optimal matched filter kernel, followed by a maximum
opacity operation. They reported that the AMF nearly achieved the performance of the optimal
matched filter on simulated images. However, the maximum opacity operation makes this
method sensitive to noise and motion present in clinical images, and user interaction is needed to
mark vessel points for obtaining filter kernel estimates.

2.3.2 Constructing an optimal matched filter for vessel detection
This section describes how a matched filter can be constructed so that the contrast-to-noise
ratio associated with the opacified vasculature is maximized given the set of initial images,
according to [Kruger1982]. This matched filtering is closely related to the proposed support
vector machine-based processing as it is shown in Section 2.4.2.
Assuming that the signal is calculated as a linear combination of original frames with kj
weighing coefficients (Eq. 2-2) and the noise is modeled as:
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N

∑k

n≡

Eq. 2-4

j =1

σ2 ,

2
j

where σ is the standard deviation of the noise per pixel for each sample (uncorrelated from
sample to sample and σ is independent of j) and N is the total number of acquired frames. To
cancel the stationary background anatomy, the sum of the coefficients shall be zero:
N

∑k

Eq. 2-5

j =1

= 0.

j

The contrast-to-noise ratio is maximized when:
∂ (C / n)
=0,
∂kt

Eq. 2-6

Using Eq. 2-4 and the filter output as contrast signal:
N

Eq. 2-7

∂
∂kt

∑ k s( j )
j =1

j

N

∑k
j =1

=0,

σ2

2
j

where s(t) is the value of the indicator dilution curve at time t. According to Eq. 2-5 we can
introduce an arbitrary c constant:

N

Eq. 2-8

∂
∂kt

∑ k (s( j ) − c )
j =1

j

N

∑k
j =1

= 0,

σ2

2
j

Solving (Eq. 2-8) for k t the coefficients of this optimal filter are:

Eq. 2-9

N


2
kj
∑


j =1
 (s (t ) − c ) .
kt =  N


 ∑ k j (s ( j ) − c ) 
 j =1


Introducing the a proportionality constant:
N


2
kj
∑


j =1
.
a(k1 , k2 ,.., k N ) =  N


 ∑ k j (s ( j ) − c ) 
 j =1
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The optimal filter coefficient can be expressed as

kt = a(k1 , k2 ,.., k N )(s(t ) − c ) .
The contrast-to-noise ratio independent of the value of a(k1, k2,…, kN,):
N

N

Eq. 2-10

C
=
n

∑ k j s( j )
j =1

N

∑k
j =1

σ2

2
j

=

N

∑ a(k1 , k2 ,.., k N )(s(t ) − c )

2

j =1

N

∑ a(k , k ,.., k ) (s(t ) − c ) σ
2

1

j =1

2

2

=
2

N

∑ (s(t ) − c )

2

j =1

N

,

∑ (s(t ) − c ) σ
2

2

j =1

therefore choosing the value of a does not affect the CNR. If a=1 is chosen then according to
Eq. 2-9 the optimal filter coefficient is:

kt = s(t ) − c .

Eq. 2-11

The c value can be computed simply from Eq. 2-5:
N

N

j =1

j =1

∑ k j = ∑ (s( j ) − c ) = 0
.

1 N
c = ∑ s( j )
N j =1

Therefore the optimal coefficients, which optimize the CNR are:
Eq. 2-12

k t = s (t ) −

1 N
∑ s( j ) .
N j =1

2.3.3 Support Vector Machines
This section gives an overview of support vector machines (SVM), which perform binary
classification of sample vectors given a set of training samples. A fundamental property of SVM
is that it minimizes the structural risk: the probability of misclassifying a previously unseen data
point generated by a fixed but unknown probability distribution – this contrasts with other
learning methods, which minimize the empirical risk (misclassifications in the training set).
Detailed description of SVMs can be found in e.g., [Vapnik1995], [Vapnik1998], [Burges1998],
and [Cristiniani2000].
Although SVMs are generally used for solving binary classification problems, in section 2.4.2
it will be shown that not only the sign, but also the absolute value of the output of the SVM (the
distance from the optimal separating hyperplane) is meaningful, thus SVM can be used for
enhancement of vessels based on their gray level changes over time.
2.3.3.1 Linearly separable case

N
In case of a linearly separable labeled data set S = (x i , y i ) i =1 , x i ∈ R , y i ∈ {− 1,1} , the goal

l

of classification is to find a hyperplane that divides the set so that x i points that belong to the
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same yi class are all at the same side of the hyperplane. The separating hyperplane, which
minimizes the structural risk, is the one having maximum distance from the training samples.
N
A hyperplane can be defined by the equation w, x + b = 0 (w ∈ R , b ∈ R) , thus, the

signed distance of a point x i from the hyperplane can be expressed as (Figure 2-3):
di =

w, x i + b
w

w

di

b

Figure 2-3. Separating hyperplane in R2. The plane normal is defined by w, the plane’s distance from the
origin is b. The signed distance of x i point is di.

By definition, for a linearly separable set there exist a (w, b) that for all the samples
Eq. 2-13

yi ( w, x i + b ) ≥ 1 ,

and if (w, b) is chosen so that the distance of the closest point is

1
, the following equation
w

holds:
min {y i ( w , x i + b )} = 1 .

x i ,i =1..l

The optimal separating hyperplane (OSH, also known as maximal margin hyperplane) is the
separating hyperplane for which the distance of the closest sample point of S from the
hyperplane is maximum (Figure 2-4). The OSH can be obtained by solving the optimization
1
problem of maximizing
, subject to (Eq. 2-13). The Lagrangian formulation of this problem
w
is:
Eq. 2-14

l
1
L(w, b, α ) = w, w − ∑ α i {y i ( x i , w + b) − 1}
2
i =1

where α i , i = 1,.., l are the nonnegative Lagrange multipliers associated with the inequality
constraints (Eq. 2-13).
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w

1
w

b

Figure 2-4. Optimal separating hyperplane in R2. Support vectors are the closest point to the hyperplane
(circled).

The solution to the optimization problem is equivalent to determining the saddle point of the
function L: where L has a minimum for w=w* and b=b*, and maximum for α , so the following
equations hold:

∂L
∂L
∂L
= 0,
= 0,..,
= 0.
∂b
∂w1
∂wn

Eq. 2-15

Using (Eq. 2-14) and (Eq. 2-15) the problem can be reformulated as a dual problem of
l

N

i =1

i , j =1

maximize the function Ld (α ) = ∑ α i − ∑ α iα j y i y j x i , x j
l

∑yα
i =1

i

i

subject to α i ≥ 0, i = 1,.., l and

= 0.

From the α* the optimal (w*, b*) hyperplane can determined, using (Eq. 2-15)
l

w* = ∑ α i* y i y j x i
i =1

{ (

) }

and from the Kuhn-Tucker conditions α i* y i w* , x i − 1 = 0 :
b* = y j − w* , x j ,

where x j is a sample that is a closest point to the optimal separating hyperplane. These closes
sample points called support vectors. An important consequence of Kuhn-Tucker conditions
that only those α i* can be nonzero that are corresponding to a support vector; so w* is a linear
combination of a fraction of the total number of sample points.
A new x data point is classified by simply evaluating the sign of the expression w* , x + b .
2.3.3.2 Linearly non-separable case
In general, if the data are noisy, linear separation is not possible. The problem of searching
for an optimal separating hyperplane can be generalized to non-linearly separable data sets by
allowing a number of misclassified points. This approach is called soft-margin classification. The
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inequality constraints (Eq. 2-13) can be modified accordingly, by introducing additional variables

ξ i ≥ 0, i = 1, .., l (slack variables) so that for all the samples
y i ( w, x i + b ) ≥ 1 − ξ i .

Eq. 2-16

The variable ξ i is non-zero only for those x i samples, which are not satisfying the original
inequality (Eq. 2-13). The generalized optimal separating hyperplane can be obtained by solving
the following optimization problem: minimize w, w + C

l

∑ξ
i =1

i

, subject to (Eq. 2-16). (It is

possible to use the two-norm of ξ , which leads to a slightly different solution; the one-norm is
statistically more robust.) The role of parameter C is to trade between the number of
misclassified points and the maximum of the distance of the closest sample from the separating
hyperplane (small C allows more misclassified points to achieve a larger minimum distance).
The Lagrangian formulation of this problem is:
Eq. 2-17

L(w, b, ξ, α, r ) =

l
l
l
1
w, w + C ∑ ξ i − ∑ α i {y i ( x i , w + b) − 1 + ξ i }− ∑ ri ξ i
2
i =1
i =1
i =1

where α i ≥ 0, ri ≥ 0, i = 1,.., l . The corresponding dual problem can be found by
differentiating (Eq. 2-17) to find the saddle point:
Eq. 2-18

∂L
∂L
∂L
∂L
∂L
= 0,
= 0,..,
= 0,
= 0,..,
=0
∂w1
∂wN
∂ξ1
∂ξ l
∂b

and resubstituting the relations (Eq. 2-18) into (Eq. 2-17). The resulting dual problem is to
maximize the function (which is identical to function obtained for the linearly separable case)
l

N

i =1

i , j =1

Ld (α ) = ∑ α i − ∑ α iα j y i y j x i , x j
subject to C > α i ≥ 0, i = 1,.., l and

l

∑yα
i =1

i

i

= 0.

According to the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions

α i {y i ( w, x i + b ) − 1 + ξ i } = 0, i = 1..l

ξ i (α i − C ) = 0, i = 1..l
non-zero slack variables (outliers, which are not satisfying the inequality (Eq. 2-13)) can only
occur when α i = C .
The above described soft-margin classification problem is equivalent to finding the maximal
margin hyperplane, with an additional constraint of all α i are upper bounded by C, which
intuitively limits the influence of outliers. Choice of the parameter C is affected by the scale of
feature space, however there is an alternative formulation of the problem which makes possible
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to use a parameter instead of C, which is only depending on the noise level in the data (ν-SVM
[Scholkopf2000]).
2.3.3.3 Non-linear Support Vector Machines
In general, for real-world applications the target function to be learned cannot be expressed as
a simple linear combination of the given attributes, but of more abstract features that are in a
non-linear relationship with the attributes. A commonly used strategy in machine learning is to
map the input space into a new feature space:

x  φ (x) = (φ1 (x),.., φ N (x) )
Using a non-linear mapping the problem may be solved in a possibly higher-dimensional feature space
by a linear classifier. It is usually preferable to find the smallest set of features that contains the
most essential information contained in the original attributes, as it keeps computational costs
low and generalization performance high: SVMs minimize both the error and the complexity of
the classifier (characterized by the so called Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension, [Vapnik1998]) to
achieve this.
An important property of SVMs is that in the algorithm the data appears always in the form
of dot products, thus, a so called kernel function can be defined for a specific feature mapping:

K (x, z ) = φ (x), φ (z )

,

which calculates the dot product of the non-linear mapped data. The kernel function may be
evaluated more efficiently than actually perform the non-linear transformation of the samples
and calculate their dot product. Moreover, using any function K that is a valid kernel (symmetric
positive definite function that satisfies Mercer’s conditions, [Vapnik1998]) it is possible to learn
in feature space without even knowing the underlying feature mapping.

Commonly used non-linear kernels are the polynomial: K (x, z ) = ( x, z + 1) , Gaussian radial
d

2
 1
x − z  , and sigmoid K (x, z ) = tanh (κ x, z − δ ) .
2

 2σ

basis function: K (x, z ) = exp −

2.4 Methods
2.4.1 Overview
A new method for enhancing vessel visibility through matched filtering in a statistical learning
framework is described in this chapter. The method is based on the theory of SVMs that have
been successfully applied to a wide range of classification and regression problems making use of
its good generalization performance, efficiency and robustness ([Pontil1998], [Joachims1999],
[Furey2000], [Vapnik1995], [Vapnik1998], [Burges1998], [Cristiniani2000], and [Scholkopf2000]).
In the proposed method SVM is used for learning the characteristics of gray level changes in
vessels due to the injection of contrast media, and then classifying each pixel of the image
accordingly. It will be shown that using a linear SVM the result of the classification is equivalent
to the optimal matched filtering described in section 2.3.2. The problem of motion
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compensation is not addressed directly, but the described method reduces artifacts due to
motion or inaccuracies of registration. The method offers an efficient solution for the problem
of obtaining the indicator dilution curve without user interaction, implementing an optimal
matched filtering, dealing with noise and local variations – in a unified framework.
First it will be shown how a SVM can be used for vessel enhancement in XA images, then it
will be described how to obtain the necessary training set for the learning phase, and finally, how
to choose kernel and learning parameters.

2.4.2 Interpretation of the distance from the optimal separating hyperplane
In this section it will be shown that the distance of a sample from a hyperplane that optimally
separates sample vectors – each sample containing gray levels of a vessel or non-vessel pixel in
frame 1..T – is equivalent to the output of an optimal matched filter for the XA image, in the
sense that background anatomy is cancelled and the contrast-to-noise ratio is maximized
([Kruger1982]).
Following [Kruger1982], stationary background and additive Gaussian noise uncorrelated
from sample to sample and independent of frame are assumed.
Introducing a sample vector that contains the gray levels of a pixel through all the frames:
Eq. 2-19

x = ( f (m, n,1), f ( m, n,2),..., f ( m, n, N ) ) ,

a vessel and non-vessel (stationary background) sample vectors can be modeled as:
Eq. 2-20

x bkg = ( p + ν , p + ν ,..., p + ν ) ,

Eq. 2-21

x vessel = ( p + s1 + ν , p + s 2 + ν ,..., p + s N + ν ) ,

where p is the gray level of the background, si is the gray level change caused by the contrast
media and ν represents the random noise.
If there is no noise, and there is at least one non-zero IDC value, then a separating hyperplane
can be found (illustrated for N=2 in Figure 2-5). The non-vessel points are located on the line

(1,1,...,1)q , vessels are on the parallel line (1,1,...,1)r + (s1 , s 2 ,..., s N ) , q, r ∈ R . The optimal

N
separating hyperplane is defined by the equation w, x + b = 0 , w ∈ R , b ∈ R , distance

between the closest sample and the hyperplane is 1 / w .
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x1

Figure 2-5. Determining the OSH between stationary background and background with IDC added,
without noise.

The w vector and b value can be determined with the help of normal vector n that is
perpendicular to both the vessel and non-vessel lines,

n, (1,1,...,1)q = 0

Eq. 2-22

and its length is the distance between the two lines. Since the non-vessel line crosses the
origin, n is a point on the vessel line:

n = (1,1,...,1)r + (s1 , s 2 ,..., s N ) .

Eq. 2-23

Substituting n from (Eq. 2-23) into (Eq. 2-22)
N

q ∑ (r + si ) = 0
i =1

r=−

1 N
∑ si = − s
N i =1

Therefore the normal vector n can be expressed as n = (s1 − s , s 2 − s ,..., s N − s ) , and the
hyperplane is:

w=

2 n
2
= 2n
n n
n

, b = −1 .

The output of the classifier, the signed distance from the optimal separating hyperplane for
sample x is:
w, x + b =

2
n

2

n, x + b =

2
N

∑ (s
i =1

i

N

N

∑ [xi (si − s )] − 1 = a(s1 ,.., s N )∑ [xi (si − s )] − 1

− s ) i =1

i =1

According to (Eq. 2-2) and (Eq. 2-12) the output of the optimal filter for sample x is:
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where s(i) is the measured vessel pixel gray level, including an unknown stationary background
and si is an IDC value (without the background) – as defined in (Eq. 2-20) and (Eq. 2-21).
Thus, the signed distance from the optimal separating hyperplane equals to a normalized output of the optimal
filter (the normalization is carried out by a scaling and offset that results +1 for vessel, -1 for the
stationary background). If the samples are noisy, a linearly separating hyperplane may not exist,
so a soft-margin classifier has to be used, which can find the hyperplane that optimally separates
vessel and non-vessel samples also in this situation. Therefore, using an SVM with a simple linear
kernel to learn “vesselness” of pixels from temporal changes in their gray levels, not only the sign
of the signed distance from the optimal separating hyperplane is meaningful, but also the real
value of the distance (as it is equivalent to an optimal filtering that reduces the effect of noise
and suppress stationary background).
In the general case, noise affects both gray levels and labels (as some training samples might
be labeled incorrectly), and there are slightly different IDCs in different vessel segments. The
effects of these outliers on the final result are controlled by the parameter C. The SVM
maximizes the global minimum contrast-to-noise ratio, where “noise” refers to data noise, label
noise and the effect of IDC differences. Therefore C plays three roles: 1. higher C values are
used for strong data noise to maximize the margin, but not so high that valid vessel points are
considered outliers; 2. C gives an upper limit on the maximum weight of a sample in determining
the OSH, therefore it limits the effect of label noise; 3. lower C values tend to improve the CNR
more in low-contrast pixels (where the IDC values are low), and less in high-contrast pixels. The
parameter C is set from role 1 to get an optimal vessel CNR, and so that the disturbing effect of
incorrect labels can be sufficiently limited. Improving the CNR for lowest-contrast pixels is a
useful property locally, but applying it to a large, diverse image region may not work well in the
whole region. Therefore a training set with limited IDC differences can be advantageous.

2.4.3 Choosing the kernel function
Choosing a kernel (i.e., a mapping of the input samples to a feature space) is a fundamental
decision that determines the complexity of the target function to be learned by the SVM. There
are commonly used kernels, which have been applied successfully in several applications. The
available prior knowledge about the problem determines which one to use or how a new, more
appropriate one can be constructed.
Interpretation of the distance from the maximal margin hyperplane as an optimal vessel
detection filter (as described above in Section 2.4.2) justifies the use of the simple linear kernel:
Eq. 2-24

K L (x, z ) = x ⋅ z

Given the dynamics of the propagation of the contrast agent in the blood flow, one expects a
simple IDC with a single peak as shown in Figure 2-2. However, the IDC of different vessel
segments can differ significantly, depending on, among others, distance from the location where
the contrast media is injected, anatomy of the vessel, blood velocity, etc. It can be noticed that
most such factors change smoothly in space. For example, Figure 2-2 shows four IDCs
measured, respectively, at four points of the same vessel; smooth variation with spatial location is
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evident. This suggests introducing a spatial localization constraint, whereby only spatially close
training pixels play a role in the classification of a sample. This leads to a CNR improvement, as
the classification is not disturbed by distant, potentially different IDCs. An additional advantage
is that the effect of IDC differences on the classification results is controlled by this constraint
and the optimal C value can be chosen with more freedom.
An illustration of the concept for a data set with slightly different IDCs is shown in Figure
2-6. Observing the pixel intensity change (f) at a few t time points along one spatial coordinate (x)
it is apparent that – compared to a linear SVM – an SVM with a non-linear kernel can provide
better separation of the samples. In case of a linear SVM the OSH in the sample space is a
horizontal line, while with a non-linear kernel the OSH is a curve that can better adapt to the
spatially varying properties of the data set.
f

vessel points

f

vessel points

t=5

t=5

t=8

t=8

t=13

t=13

x
background points

x
background points

Figure 2-6. Example for the appearance of the OSH in the original sample space (thick line) when a linear
kernel is used (left) and with a non-linear kernel (right). The non-linear kernel can provide
better results, with less misclassified sample points.

Such localization could enhance the output of other filtering methods (such as [Kruger1981],
[Kruger1982], [Kump2001], [Liu1985], and [Riederer1983]), but at the price of significantly
increased complexity; moreover, there is no proven way to do that. The locality constraint can be
naturally built into the SVM framework by constructing an appropriate non-linear kernel. The
linear and radial basis function (RBF) kernels were combined to form a new kernel with the desired
localization property:
Eq. 2-25

K RL (x, z ) = exp − γ


N

(x1 − z1 )2 + (x2 − z 2 )2  ⋅ ∑ xi + 2 z i + 2 ,


i =1

where the first two elements of the sample vectors are the spatial coordinates, and subsequent
elements are the gray levels. It is a valid kernel function due to its construction from kernel
functions ([Cristiniani2000]). The parameter γ controls the strength of localization; the lower the
value the more influence the distant training vectors have at a specific point; for γ = 0 it
transforms to a simple linear kernel.
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2.4.4 Kernel and learning parameters
The SVM determines the optimal separating hyperplane for the training set using the
mapping into the feature space defined by the kernel. The result depends mainly on kernel type,
its parameters, and the regularization parameter C (introduced in section 2.3.3.2 for soft-margin
classifiers).
The linear kernel has no parameters. The RBF-linear kernel has one parameter, γ , which
controls the size of the neighborhood influencing the classification result. The optimal γ value
depends primarily on how much the IDC shapes vary at different spatial positions. Choosing a
small γ value results in a suboptimal CNR, because the SVM cannot learn different IDCs at
different regions of the image. On the other hand, too high γ values mean too strict
localization, i.e., only a few training samples determine the classification for each pixels; as noise
makes the filter coefficients calculated from fewer samples less accurate, the result is a lower
CNR. Since the blood-flow dynamics and image noise are similar in most XA images, a single
value is expected to perform well for most of the images. Optionally, optimal values can be
determined for specific examination protocols by fine-tuning the parameter on a number of
images of the same type.
Expanding the comments on C in section 2.4.2, it should be noted that C controls the effect
of outliers due to misclassified or noise-corrupted training samples, and differences of positive
sample vectors. The optimal value of this parameter depends on the scaling of the data. A low C
value causes most of the training vectors to be identified as support vectors, with all α j*
multipliers equal to C. This prevents the SVM from identifying outliers properly (“overtraining”).
Too high C values result in considering normal data points as outliers, preventing them from
influencing the classification (“undertraining”). The algorithm works well, in general, with the
following default C value (used by Joachims et al. [Joachims1999]):
Eq. 2-26

C=

1
1
l

l

∑

,

xi , xi

i =1

that is the inverse of the average squared norm of the training vectors (but notice that the
learning problem can be reformulated so that a scale-dependent parameter v can be used instead
of C, [Scholkopf2000]). Values for γ and C were chosen so to maximize the CNR measured on
the resulting images.
Using a valid, positive-definite kernel function, the SVM is guaranteed to converge to a global
optimal solution. The speed of convergence depends on the difficulty of the problem (number
of training vectors, number of outliers, learning parameter value), the number of training samples
and the optimization algorithm adopted.
After the learning phase is completed, the SVM classifies the pixels of an input image by
evaluating:
Ns

Eq. 2-27

∑ α y K (s , x) + b ,
i =1

i

i

i
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where Ns is the number of support vectors, s i is a support vector, yi is its label, and α i and b
are values determined in the learning phase. The sign of the expression gives a binary
classification (positive value means vessel, negative non-vessel pixel), and according to Section
2.4.2 the real value can be a meaningful measure of “vesselness”, resulting an image where
vessels are displayed with a better contrast-to-noise ratio than on the original image.

2.4.5 Obtaining training samples
The learning phase required sets of examples of the IDC at both vessel pixels (positive
samples) and non-vessel pixels (negative samples). Therefore an automatic procedure was needed
for picking such samples reliably.
There are several vessel-enhancement algorithms based on vessel tracking and other
computer vision techniques ([Poli1996], [Kirbas2000]). The methods giving the best results seem
to require user interaction or impose serious computational costs. Making use of the
generalization properties of SVM and their good tolerance for misclassifications in the training
set, a simple automated method was applied, inspired by ([Santos1999]), to locate vessel pixels
that can be used as training points. The algorithm is conservative, i.e., designed to avoid false
positives. Reliable candidates were taken as axial pixels (pixels along the vessel axis) as vessel
borders were often blurred and difficult to locate. False positives were therefore limited in
number. The algorithm was as follows.
1. Compute all the pixel-wise, frame-to-frame differences (for all j = 1, 2, …, (N-m)
frames the pixels of frame j subtracted from frame (j + m)), threshold the results at
level T, and combine them pixel-wise with a logical OR. The m = 1s / frame rate (1s
time difference between the subtracted frames) value was chosen and
1
T = max f (mv , n v , i ) − min f (mv , n v , i ) (threshold is half of the average
i
2 i
difference between the highest and lowest gray level of contrasted vessel pixels).
2. Apply morphological open using a 3x3 pixel disk-shaped structuring element to
remove noise and smooth contours.
3. Apply morphological skeletonization, keeping only central vessel pixels as the most
reliable samples.
4. Randomly choose from the selected pixels to get the desired amount of vessel
samples.
Non-vessel pixels were found by modifying the above algorithm to avoid points with large
gray level changes. However, since gray levels of non-vessel pixels are well modeled by Poisson
noise ([Krestel1990]), it was more efficient to measure the mean and standard deviation of the
non-vessel pixel population and generate synthetic negative samples with these parameters. This
method also guaranteed no false-negative errors in the training set. In the performed
experiments using synthetic background pixels instead of real, manually selected one had little
impact on classification results.
Using the linear kernel (Eq. 2-24), the sample vector contains the gray levels of a pixel for all
the frames, (Eq. 2-19); with the combined RBF-linear kernel (Eq. 2-25) the sample vector
contains also the spatial coordinates (m,n) :
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x = (m, n, f (m, n,1), f (m, n,2),..., f (m, n, N ) ) .

Positions of non-vessel training pixels were chosen randomly, but using the same spatial
distribution as the positive samples to avoid brightness variance caused by local imbalance in the
number of positive and negative samples. The simplest way to achieve this was to use the spatial
coordinates of the positive samples to generate a distribution of synthetic negative ones.
An overview of the full processing workflow is shown in Figure 2-7.
Input XA
image
Automatic
vessel point
detection

Vessel
points
mask

Extract
points

Training
data set
(positive
samples)

Vessel point
coordinates
Synthetic
background
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generator

Training
data set
(negative
samples)

SVM training
SVM model

Extract
points

Test data
set

SVM
classification

Enhanced
XA image

Figure 2-7. Overview of the complete SVM-based XA image enhancement method workflow.

2.4.6 Simulated data
In order to evaluate the new proposed method and compare it to other state-of-the art
methods in a controlled environment, simulated (synthetic) data was used, generated by the
model described in [Kump2001]. This model describes the transport of the contrast agent in an
artery with the following differential equation:
Eq. 2-28

∂C
∂C
∂ 2C
−v
=D
,
∂z
∂t
∂z 2

z>0

This is a one-dimensional convective-dispersive model, where C is the average concentration
of the contrast agent in the plane normal to the axial flow, depending on the axial position z and
time t. The first term represents dispersion and the second term represents convection. The
model parameters are D, the effective dispersion coefficient, and v, the average blood velocity.
Noise is modeled by adding Poisson noise to the noise-free background.
To compare results, the model parameters used in [Kump2001] were adopted, i.e., D = 84
cm2/s, v = 17 cm/s, Poisson noise standard deviation λ = 6.0, image frame rate = 4 frame/s, z =
0–100 cm, Q0/Q = 0.5 (ratio of volume flow of the injected solution to the volume flow of
blood), τ = 3 s (duration of the injection).
The training samples for the SVM were generated from this model as follows. Vessel points
(positive samples) were evenly spaced along a line representing the artery, and the values were
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the gray values calculated from the model, Eq. 2-24, at the corresponding z positions.
Background points (negative samples) were placed at the same spatial positions as vessel points
and their gray values were Poisson random deviates. The same amounts of positive and negative
samples were generated, and these together formed the training data for the SVM.
Note that, although a one-dimensional flow model was used, the filter output was slightly
dependent on the distance of the test point from the vessel centerline, due to the twodimensional spatial localization constraint in the STF. The test points were chosen to be on a
line 0.2 cm far from the artery line (Figure 2-8) because, typically, these test points could belong
to vessel as well as background pixels in clinical images. To calculate the CNR, the STF output
was determined for vessel IDC and noise samples at these test points.

z

test points

vessel and background training points

artery line

Figure 2-8. Arrangement of vessel, background and test points for simulated data.

2.4.7 Implementation
Several SVM packages are available with full source code. SVMLight ([Joachims1999]) and
LIBSVM ([Chang2001]) were used in this work. SVMLight was generally faster, but sometimes
converged very slowly when used with simple linear kernels; LIBSVM was reliable, but usually
slower. SVMLight was used for classification and non-linear training, and LIBSVM for linear
training. A separate pre-processing program was written that extracted training and test vectors
from the images and wrote to a file that could be interpreted by the SVM programs. Matlab code
was written to generate the random (non-vessel) training samples and to analyze the SVM
output.

2.5 Results
This section summarizes test results of the proposed vessel enhancement method on
simulated and clinical image sequences.

2.5.1 Optimal kernel and learning parameters
The kernel and learning parameters of the SVM were chosen so to maximize the CNR
defined by Eq. 2-3. To determine the optimal C learning parameter CNRs were calculated with C
ranging from 10-8 to 10 and kernel parameter γ from 10-5 to 10 cm-1 at a given artery position
(z = 50 cm). The result is shown in Figure 2-9.
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Figure 2-9. Dependence of the CNR on

γ

and C, calculated from simulated data (z = 50 cm).

The highest CNR value is achieved at around γ = 0.15 cm-1, and the sensitivity of the CNR
for using a sub-optimal γ value is primarily depending on the C learning parameter. The
sensitivity is the smallest when C is very low, but in this case the SVM is overtrained (most
training vectors are support vectors) and has poor generalization properties. Lack of
generalization makes the results more sensitive to label noise and structured noise in the image
(the effect of structured noise on the CNR is described in section 2.5.2). Therefore, the C value
determined by Eq. 2-26, which has a magnitude of 10-4, is a good compromise between
sensitivity for γ and overtraining.
A single, optimal γ value exists for maximizing the CNR at a given vessel point. Let’s see
how this optimal γ changes along the artery line. Figure 2-10 shows the dependency of CNR on
γ at different vessel points. It can be seen that approximately the same γ value maximizes the
CNR all over the artery line.
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Figure 2-10. Dependence of the CNR on

γ

and z, calculated from simulated data (C = default).

In summary, for an optimal CNR in the studied exam
Eq. 2-26 shall be used.

γ = 0.15 cm-1 and the default C from
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2.5.2 Evaluation on simulated data
All the image stacking methods evaluated in [Kump2001] was implemented and compared to
the STF method (detailed description of the various methods are given in [Kump2001]). The
resulting CNR at various positions along a vessel is shown in Figure 2-11.
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Figure 2-11. CNR calculated from simulated data along the vessel line with six different stacking methods
( γ = 0.15 cm-1, C = default).

In accordance with [Kump2001] it was found that recursive filtering (REC), maximum opacification
(MO) and simple subtraction (the reference method, REF) achieve the lowest CNRs.
Approximate matched filtering (AMF) and SVM temporal filtering (STF) nearly achieved the CNR of
the optimal (ideal) matched filter (MAT). As the optimal matched filter cannot be realized in
practice, STF and AMF are the two most effective methods for image stacking, and STF
performed slightly better than AMF (2 to 12% higher CNR) throughout the vessels in the tested
sequences.
The AMF output is the maximum of the cross-correlation of the gray level evolution of a given
pixel with the AMF kernel. This maximum operation makes AMF sensitive to structured noise,
like motion artifacts. STF suppresses most of the artifacts because it enhances only those gray
level changes that spatiotemporally correlate with gray level change caused by the contrast agent.
Motion artifact was simulated by adding an impulse function to the simulated background and
vessel pixel densities:
x

n, s

=

c


 2b

 2b

tanh  1  t − a   − tanh  2  t − a   
1 
2  
 c 
 c 
2






This is an asymmetrical impulse increasing sharply at about a1, with maximum slope b1,
reaching its maximum value c, decreasing sharply at about a2, with slope b2 then vanishing. To
construct a realistic signal, the constants were determined from observations of motion artifacts
in clinical sequences. The resulting signal (Figure 2-12) appears 6s after injection and disappears a
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couple of seconds later; its density is about half of the density change caused by the contrast
agent.
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Figure 2-12. Impulse that were represented the structured noise (a1 = 8 s; a2 = 11 s; b1 = 5 s-1, b2 = 15 s-1,
c=10; 10 gray level is about the half of the density of vessels)

Figure 2-13 compares the STF and AMF results with Poisson noise only and with Poisson
and structured noise. The presence of structured noise does not significantly reduce the CNR of
STF-enhanced vessels. However, the CNR drops by about 25% when the AMF method is used.
Altogether STF achieves up to 45% better CNR compared to AMF in the presence of structured
noise.
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Figure 2-13. Filter output when only Poisson random noise is present (dotted lines) and when also
structured noise is present (solid line). STF γ = 0.15 cm-1, C = default.
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2.5.3 Evaluation on clinical images
In this section it will be shown that vessel morphology (size and position) is preserved by STF
filtering, and contrast increased at both normal vessels and most clinically interesting places.
Then, the results of STF processing on clinical XA image sequences will be presented.
2.5.3.1 Classification of vessel border pixels
The IDC x b at a vessel border pixel can be approximated by interpolating the values x v of the
closest pixel on the vessel axis, and x n of the closest non-vessel pixel:
Eq. 2-29

x b ≈ κx v + (1 − κ )x n .

Measurements on clinical images show that the approximation has the smallest error when
κ ≈ 0.5 , as exemplified in Figure 2-14.

Figure 2-14. IDC measured at vessel center, border and non-vessel pixel. The border IDC (thin solid line)
can be constructed (dotted line) from the weighted sum of the vessel center and non-vessel
pixel IDC.

Thus, border pixel gray values are between the vessel center and non-vessel pixel gray values:
vessel border pixels are half-way between the vessel center and non-vessel pixels in the feature
space.
Now it will be shown that the position of a border pixel remains between the vessel center
and non-vessel pixels in the classified image too. From Eq. 2-29,
and from Eq. 2-27,

SVM ( x b ) ≈ SVM (κx v + (1 − κ )x n )

Ns

SVM ( x ) = ∑ α i* y i K (s i , x ) + b * .
i =1

The STF operation with an invariant linear kernel (notice that the RBF-linear kernel is
approximately invariant, see below) applied to Eq. 2-29 is:
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SVM (κx v + (1 − κ )x n ) =
Ns

= ∑ α i* y i K (s i , κx v + (1 − κ )x n ) + b * ≈

Eq. 2-30

i =1

Ns

≈ ∑ α i* y i s i ⋅ (κx v + (1 − κ )x n ) + b * =

Eq. 2-31

i =1



  Ns
=  ∑ α i* y i κs i ⋅ x v + b * +  ∑ α i* y i (1 − κ )s i ⋅ x n + b * =

 i =1
  i =1
Ns

= SVM (κx v ) + SVM ((1 − κ )x n ) ,

which proves that the border pixel remains between the vessel center and non-vessel pixels in
the classified image.
The approximation of Eq. 2-30 and Eq. 2-31 is exact for the linear SVM kernel. In the case of
RBF-linear kernel, the smaller γ, the more accurate the approximation, which imposes an upper
limit on γ.
As border pixels are situated between the vessel center and non-vessel pixels both in feature
space and in the classification results, the spatial position of vessel borders are not changed by
the filtering.
As an example, Figure 2-15 shows how the gray values are changing along the cross-section
of a vessel (the vessel centerline is at d = 0). The vessel border position is not changed by the
filtering (remains at around d = -4, d = 4), but variation in non-vessel pixel gray values are
reduced.

density

SVM enhanced

original
-20

-10

0

10

d (pixel)
Figure 2-15. Gray values along a line perpendicular to a vessel point. Vessel border position (around x=-4,
x=4) is not changed by the filtering, but variation in non-vessel pixel gray values are reduced.
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2.5.3.2 Clinically interesting regions
Due to the spatial and temporal continuity of the blood flow, the IDC at a stenosis (a
narrowing of a vessel) is similar to the IDC before and after the obstructed vessel segment
(Figure 2-16). Thus, the IDC at a stenosis can be estimated with a weighted sum of pre- and post
stenosis IDC.

density

pre
stenosis
(normalized)

stenosis

post

time (frame)

Figure 2-16. Sample of IDC at a pixel before the stenosis (pre), in the middle of the stenosis (stenosis) and
after the stenosis along the artery line (post). The IDC changes smoothly along the vessel line,
and the normalized IDC at the stenosis is between the pre- and post-IDC

The continuity of the contrast agent spreading in the blood flow is not guaranteed in largevolume broadenings, such as huge aneurysms. In these places the STF filtering may not improve
the visibility of the opacified vasculature.
2.5.3.3 Evaluation on clinical images
In this section the results of enhancement of three clinical XA image sequences is presented,
for different parts of the body, containing different types of motion and blood-flow dynamics.
All of them were acquired by a General Electric AdvantX XA system. The “abdomen” sequence
(Figure 2-17) is composed of 16 frames showing the abdominal aorta. The two other sequences
are peripheral: “arm” (Figure 2-18) is a 11-frame sequence of an arm with respiratory and
intestinal motion; “hand” is a 16-frame sequence of a hand with no significant motion (Figure
2-19 and Figure 2-20). Motion compensation was not performed in order to test the
effectiveness of suppression of motion artifacts as well as of noise and other artifacts.
Figure 2-17, Figure 2-18, Figure 2-19, and Figure 2-20 show comparative results after
processing the images with subtraction and STF ( γ = 0.15 cm-1, C = default). More images and
quantitative results are presented in the Appendix (section 8.1). STF gives good results, even
when image registration and subtraction cannot fully eliminate complex motion artifacts (e.g.,
Figure 2-18 shows some suppression of moving ribs and soft tissues using subtraction and STF
processing). STF also reduces artifacts resulting from inaccurate registration, as the motion
causing such artifacts differs from the motion of the blood flow. Therefore the STF vessel
enhancement can be used to further enhance vessel visibility in a motion-compensated image
sequence.
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Figure 2-17. Comparison of improved vessel visibility in the abdomen image using subtraction and STF
with RBF-linear kernel. Subtraction (averaging frame 3–5 for mask and maximum
opacification of frame 6–12) (left); STF (γ=3e-2, C=1e-3) (right).

Figure 2-18. Comparison of improved vessel visibility in the arm image using subtraction (a) and STF (b).
STF suppressed the moving soft tissues significantly better than the subtraction method.
Subtraction (averaging frame 1–3 for mask and maximum opacification in frame 4–11) (left);
STF (γ=0, with local training samples only) (right).

Figure 2-19. Comparison of improved vessel visibility in the hand image using subtraction and STF with
RBF-linear kernel. Subtraction (averaging frame 1–3 for mask and maximum opacification of
frame 4–16) (left); STF (γ=3e-2, C=1e-3) (right).

Figure 2-20. Comparison of improved vessel visibility in the hand image using subtraction and STF with
RBF-linear kernel. Subtraction (averaging frame 1–3 for mask and maximum opacification of
frame 4–16) (left); STF (γ=3e-2, C=1e-3) (right).
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2.6 Conclusion
A novel method based on Support Vector Machines was presented for vessel detection in XA
image sequences. The method can be interpreted as a matched filtering that optimizes the CNR,
but the SVM implementation makes it possible to solve practical issues beyond linear filtering,
e.g., learning the gray level dynamics of vessel pixels, or introducing constraints or prior
knowledge in a unified framework. The result is a much improved visibility of blood vessels.
Classification results generally showed superior vessel visibility compared to commonly used
subtraction, even if enhanced with mask averaging and peak opacification. The proposed
method could also learn various IDCs using automatically selected training points. The current
algorithm detected best vessel segments relatively close to training points. Generality could be
achieved by either enhancing the statistical learning framework (by using more advanced nonlinear kernel functions) or improving the training-point selection algorithm (using more
sophisticated vessel detection algorithms, or generating synthetic training points based on fluid
dynamics).
The method performed very well in cases where the commonly used subtraction techniques with
image registration do not give good results, e.g., complex motion, motion of soft tissues; and can
effectively reduce artifacts introduced by inaccuracies of registration.
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3 Motion characterization
and compensation for
MRI-guided transrectal
prostate biopsy
3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 MRI-guided biopsy for definitive diagnosis of prostate cancer
Prostate cancer is the most common form of cancer in men in Europe and the United states,
accounting for 20% of cancer incidents in Europe and 28% in the United States ([Jemal2010],
[Ferlay2007]). Prostate cancer is the second deadliest cancer among men, causing 11% cancer
deaths in both Europe and the United States. There were an estimated 217,730 new cases and
32,050 deaths in the United States in 2010. The two most common screening methods for
prostate cancer are the prostate-specific antigen (PSA) test and the digital rectal exam (DRE). When
either test shows abnormal results, needle biopsy is often recommended to determine if a tumor
exists and whether it is malignant based on histological analysis. Biopsy is a minimally invasive
procedure in which tissue samples are typically obtained by needle placement under image
guidance ([Raja2006], [Emiliozzi2001], [Zangos2005]), most commonly through the rectum
(transrectal), the perineum (transperineal), or occasionally through the gluteus (transgluteal).
Each year approximately 1.5 million prostate biopsies are performed and a positive case is
found in every 6–8 biopsies. Transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) is currently the standard imaging
modality for guiding biopsy due to its low cost and ease-of-use ([Presti2000]). However, the
imaging capabilities of TRUS limited to visualize the gland contours (as illustrated on a sample
TRUS image in Figure 3-1). Typically, sub-structures or lesions within the prostate are not
visible, therefore systematic sampling is performed, retrieving tissue samples from equally
distributed target positions in the prostate ([Tempany2008]). This method has a detection rate as
low as 20–30% ([Terris1997]). Studies have shown that this method misses the cancer in at least
20% of the cases ([Wefer2000]).
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Figure 3-1. Appearance of the prostate transrectal ultrasound (TRUS). The white arrows show the
prostate boundary. (Source: [Tempany2008])

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) provides an alternative approach to the detection and
treatment of prostate cancer. It has high spatial resolution, excellent soft tissue contrast, and
volumetric imaging capabilities ([Susil2006], [Tempany2008]). MRI provides clear visualization of
the prostate and its substructures including the peripheral zone (PZ, see Figure 3-2), which is the
most common location of cancer ([Adusumilli2002]). It allows suspicious lesions to be identified
and guides biopsies at these targeted sites. MRI has not been widely adopted for prostate
interventions due to its strong magnetic fields, confined physical space inside the scanner bore,
and high cost.

Figure 3-2. T2-weighted MRI image slices of the prostate with different orientations: axial (left), sagittal
(middle), coronal (right). The white arrows show the prostate boundary. MRI provides clear
visualization of the prostate and its substructures including the peripheral zone (PZ), which is
the most common location of cancer. The images were acquired at U.S. National Cancer
Institute during a diagnostic imaging session prior to MRI-guided prostate biopsy.

MRI has been shown to be a valuable tool for guiding interventional procedures, such as
biopsy ([Tempany2008]). Because of the limited space inside the MRI scanner bore, these
procedures are typically performed with the help of robotic needle positioning devices. Krieger
et al. developed a device for access to prostate tissue under MRI ([Krieger2005]). Other devices
include the MrBot ([Patriciu2007], [Stoianovici2007]) and the UMCU robot ([Bosch2010]) for
transperineal prostate procedures, Innomotion’s MRI and CT compatible robot ([Melzer2008]),
and the transgluteal prostate robot developed at Goethe University ([Zangos2005]).
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3.1.2 Transrectal prostate biopsy using the APT-MRI device
The access to prostate tissue under MRI (APT-MRI) system has been used in over 200 biopsies to
date at the U.S. National Cancer Institute ([Krieger2005], [Krieger2011]). This system is the
target platform for all the work presented in this chapter.
A picture of the device is shown in Figure 3-3. The robot is fixed to the patient table using a
mount with lockable ball joints. The positioning stage is remotely controlled using flexible shafts
to set the desired needle position and angle. The insertion stage is used for pushing the needle
into the tissue. An imaging coil is built into the probe to improve the image quality near the
prostate.

Figure 3-3. Side view of the MRI-compatible intra-prostatic needle placement device developed by
Krieger et al. (Source: [Krieger2005])

At the beginning of the procedure the patient is secured on the MRI table in prone (facedown) position and the probe is inserted into the rectum (Figure 3-4). Then a high-quality T2weighted volumetric image of the prostate is acquired (referred to as the target planning volume).
The physician then reviews this volume and compares that to other previously acquired
diagnostic information to determine the biopsy target locations (typically 4–12 targets). The
biopsy locations are defined in right–anterior–superior (RAS) coordinates (Figure 3-5), where the
origin is approximately at the center of the prostate.

Figure 3-4. Positioning of the patient and the APT-MRI robot on the MRI scanner table (Source: 3D man
and MRI scanner models were retrieved from Google 3D warehouse)
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Figure 3-5. Patient and prostate orientation. R=right (opposite: left), A=anterior (opposite: posterior),
S=superior (opposite: inferior). When imaging the prostate, the RAS coordinate system origin
is typically chosen to be in the centre of the prostate. (Source: 3D man model retrieved from
Google 3D warehouse)

After the planning the following 3 steps are performed for each planned biopsy targets:
1. The robot aligns the needle towards the target position and the physician inserts the
needle.
2. A quick, lower-quality MRI image (referred to as post-needle insertion volume) is acquired
for confirmation of the needle position. This step may be omitted, depending on the
available time, chance of patient motion, etc.
3. The biopsy core is extracted and the needle is retracted.
Often the needle position observed in the post-needle insertion image does not match the
originally planned biopsy position. This error is mostly caused by prostate dislocation and
deformation due to patient motion ([Krieger2005]). Patient motion occurs because the patient is
conscious during the procedure, moving and rotating his hip as a response to the discomfort
caused by the pressure on the rectum, pain due to needle insertion, and inconvenience of
keeping the body in one fixed position for an extended period of time.

3.2 Research goals
The goal of my research was to improve MRI-guided transrectal prostate biopsy accuracy by
introducing a practically usable, reliable, and accurate method to compensate prostate motion
and deformation occurring during these interventions.

3.3 Related work
3.3.1 Characterization of prostate motion and deformation
Understanding of prostate motion and deformation occurring during MRI-guided transrectal
biopsy interventions is a prerequisite for compensating the dislocation. This section gives an
overview of commonly used methods for prostate motion and deformation characterization.
Prostate motion and deformation is studied mainly by external radiation therapy researchers,
such as [Boubaker2009], [Keros2006], [Dawson2000], [Roeske1995], and [Schild1993]. External
radiotherapy of the prostate is performed by irradiating the tumor with high-energy X-rays to kill
cancerous cells, while minimizing the damage to healthy tissues. If the prostate moves during the
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treatment, then less radiation may delivered to the target region and more damage may be made
to the surrounding tissues. Therefore, estimation of prostate motion during the procedure is
essential. The estimation is typically performed by acquiring dislocation information at a few
positions in the prostate and then interpolating and extrapolating this information to the whole
organ using a biomechanical model. The dislocation information is acquired by tracking a few
metallic markers in the images provided by the radiotherapy system. The markers are embedded
into the prostate before the radiotherapy, often in the same procedure when biopsy samples are
taken. All these motion analysis and estimation work is just partially relevant to the problem of
MRI-guided biopsy. The main difference is that the motion patterns are very specific to the
procedure (depending on the applied patient position and fixation, used imaging accessories,
interventional tools, length of the procedure, etc.), therefore the information acquired during
radiotherapy procedures are not applicable to transrectal biopsy. Moreover, typical motion
patterns acquisition methods used for radiotherapy are not ideal because only X-ray imaging (CT,
cone-beam CT) is available during external beam radiotherapy. X-ray imaging lacks the detail and
accuracy in depicting soft-tissue organs, such as the prostate. MRI has a potential of providing
much more accurate and rich information about deformation during a procedure.
Methods using MRI imaging are particularly important, as currently MRI can give the most
detailed and accurate information about the position of the prostate and its substructures.
Prostate motion and deformation using MRI images have been studied before by a few groups.
A common approach is to track a number of manually identified anatomical landmarks in MRI
image sequences ([Ghilezan2005], [Heijmink2009], [Hirose2002]). However, manual tracking
provides reliable dislocation information only at a few positions, the results might be operator
dependent, and require lots of manual work, making the method practical only for small-scale,
preliminary studies. Another method determines the prostate motion and deformation by
aligning the prostate surfaces on image pairs ([Kim2005], [Vargas2010]). This method has limited
value, because it requires manual segmentation of the prostate surfaces – as there are no reliable,
fully-automatic methods for prostate contour extraction – and provides accurate dislocation
information only near the prostate surface.
In contrast to the feature-based (using points, contours, etc.) methods, intensity-based registration
methods (using the image pixel intensities directly) are often utilized to compensate deformation
between MRI images of the prostate. The most important reported methods are the followings:
registration assuming rigid motion, using mutual information and correlation coefficient as
similarity measure ([Fei2002b]); based on biomechanical deformation model ([Alterovitz2006],
[Bharatha2001], [Brock2008], [Kaus2007], [Zhang2010a]); thin-plate spline deformation, using
manual control point selection ([Cheung2009], [Fei2003b]); rigid then cubic B-spline transform,
using mutual information metric (based on [Rueckert1999]: [Krishnan2009], [Oguro2009]).
Biomechanical model based methods have the drawback of requiring segmentation of the
modeled anatomical parts (such as prostate, bladder, rectum, pubic bone, sacrum), accurate
information on their material properties (this is often not feasible and therefore usually generic,
average data are used), and typically the computation is very time consuming. Thin-plate spline
methods require manual point selection, which leads to high workload, potential operator errors,
and operator dependent results. The image based rigid and cubic B-spline deformable
registration method using mutual information provides a dense, smooth deformation field based
on a large number of points (utilizing the full image contents), and it can be fully automatic. To
use the method for prostate motion characterization during transrectal biopsy procedures the
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method has to be extended to work robustly in the presence of an endorectal probe (a long
cylindrical object containing an imaging coil, inserted into the rectum) and needle (appearing as a
black cylindrical void in the image) and shall be validated on a large number of clinical images.

3.3.2 Intra-procedural motion compensation for MRI-guided prostate biopsy
Motion compensation methods first determine the occurred motion then compensate its
effect by applying the computed transformation to previously acquired data sets or applying the
reverse transform to the newly acquired data. Computational methods that are used for prostate
motion characterization are good candidates for motion compensation. However, motion
compensation techniques that are intended for intra-procedural use shall fulfill additional speed
and robustness requirements. The overall processing time and effort, including data acquisition,
user interaction, and algorithm computation shall be below the clinically acceptable limit.
Automatic methods do not require user interaction, and computation time can often be reduced
by using powerful hardware and highly optimized software implementation. However, data
acquisition speed is often limited by the law of physics or available technology, and the only way
to achieve significant time reduction is to decrease the amount of acquired data.
For MRI-guided prostate motion compensation a quick, automatic method is needed. Image
acquisition time for an average quality prostate MRI volume typically takes a few minutes, so
during a procedure it is not feasible to use a method that relies on acquisition of full image
volumes. However, acquiring only a few image slices instead of a full volume takes considerably
shorter time, typically only a few seconds. Thus, a method that can align an image volume to
slices could be usable for intra-procedural motion compensation. The rest of this section
describes methods that were developed for registration between image volumes and slices of the
prostate.
In the framework of ultrasound, slice-to-volume registration methods have been proposed for
prostate biopsy sample tracking ([Baumann2007]). However, due to the poor visibility of the
contour and regions within the prostate gland, identifying biopsy positions is a difficult task in
ultrasound images. To mitigate this problem, fusion of 2D interventional ultrasound with preprocedural 3D MRI has been introduced for prostate biopsy ([Xu2007]).
There are a number of methods developed for the registration of histological slices to MRI
volumes, primarily for validation of MRI-based tissue characterization methods (such as
[Viswanath2008], [Mazaheri2010]). However, the quality and contents of histological images and
MRI images are so different that the registration is mostly performed using only the contour of
the prostate. Therefore, compared to MRI slice to MRI volume registration methods, the
accuracy and reliability of histological slice to MRI volume registration methods are very limited.
For MRI-guided procedures, radio-frequency (RF) signal based and image based tracking
methods have been proposed. In RF signal based tracking, the subject is scanned using a custom
designed imaging sequence before and after motion. Translational motion information is then
computationally derived from the resulting echo of the RF coil. Hata et al. ([Hata2002])
developed an intra-procedural MRI registration algorithm using projection profile matching of
the RF echo. The algorithm was reported to be fast and semi-real time. The drawbacks of this
technique are twofold: lack of 3D positional information and the requirement to access the MRI
machine’s control sequence, which is not widely available for average care facilities and cannot
be considered as clinically practical.
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In the context of image intensity-based prostate tracking in MRI and multislice-to-volume
registration, there are two particularly relevant works: Fei et al. ([Fei2003]) and Gill et al.
([Gill2008]). Fei et al. developed a multislice-to-volume registration algorithm with application to
radio-frequency thermal ablation of prostate cancer, in which 15 actual intra-procedural prostate
MRI slices from axial, sagittal, and coronal orientations were registered to a pre-procedural MRI
volume, respectively. The slices from each orientation were independently registered to the preprocedural volume, meaning that three independent registrations were performed and the results
were compared. Their algorithm featured a multi-resolution approach with an automatic restart.
The automatic restart applied a random perturbation to the last transformation parameters found
by the registration to escape from potential local optima of the cost function and re-execute the
registration process.
Gill et al. addressed the problem of local extreme traps and the inefficiency of Fei’s
optimization. They eliminated the need for restarting the registration by performing a
multiresolution registration alone on a region of interest (ROI), and incorporated axial and sagittal
simulated slices centered at the prostate.

3.3.3 Intensity-based image registration techniques
This section gives an overview of intensity-based image registration techniques that were
utilized for the motion characterization and compensation methods described in section 3.4
3.3.3.1 Overview
The goal of image registration is to determine the geometrical transforms that align a set of
images into a common coordinate system. In case of intensity-based registration this alignment is
carried out by maximizing the similarity of the intensity of the registered images at each pixel
location. Most commonly the registration is performed for a pair of images. The coordinate
system of the fixed image serves as the common coordinate system. During the registration the
moving image is transformed to be aligned with the fixed image. The result of the registration
process is the transform that provided the best alignment of the image pair. The main
components of the registration are the similarity metric, the transformation model, and the
optimization method (Figure 3-6).
fixed image

Compute
similarity metric
metric value
Optimize
metric

transformed
moving image

transformation parameters
moving image

Transform
image

result transform
(corresponding to
optimal alignment)

Figure 3-6. Main components of a generic intensity-based image registration algorithm.
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The similarity metric provides a numerical value that characterizes the alignment of two
images. The optimization method tries to maximize the similarity metric value computed for the
fixed image and the transformed moving image, by adjusting the parameters of the transform
that is applied on the moving image.
This can be described as an optimization problem, where the goal is to maximize the S
similarity function by adjusting the µ transformation parameters:
Eq. 3-1

μ opt = arg max S (μ)
μ

3.3.3.2 Similarity metrics
Numerous methods have been proposed to compute image similarity based on matching of
intensity patterns, including techniques based on cross-correlation, minimization of the sum of
squared differences, minimization of variance of intensity ratios, minimization of gray level
variance, minimization of histogram dispersion, maximization of mutual information of the joint
histogram (for detailed review see [Maintz1998], [Zitova2003], and [Crum2004]).
The mutual information metric has a distinctive property that it does not require a known
mapping function between the intensities of the different images, but only assumes the existence
of a probabilistic relationship. This feature made mutual information one of the most
successfully used method for registration of images obtained from different imaging sources or
with different imaging parameters.
3.3.3.2.1 Mutual information metric
Mutual information (denoted as I) is the amount of information that one can be obtain about
a random variable (X) by observing another random variable (Y) and can be expressed as:
Eq. 3-2

I(X,Y) = H(X)+ H(Y) - H(X,Y),

where H(X) and H(Y) are the marginal entropies of X and Y variables respectively, and
H(X,Y) is their joint entropy. Mutual information can be also described using conditional
entropies:
Eq. 3-3

I(X,Y) = H(X) - H(X|Y) = H(Y) - H(Y|X),

where H(X|Y) is the conditional entropy of X given Y (the amount of information that is
required on average to determine X, knowing Y), and H(Y|X) is the conditional entropy of Y
given X. The conditional entropy H(X|Y) is the amount of information that is required on
average to determine X, knowing Y. Thus, mutual information defines how much the
uncertainty decreases about the value of X if Y is known, or how much information Y contains
about X.
If the probability density functions of the variables are known at discrete locations then the
mutual information can be computed as:
(3-4)

I ( x, y ) = ∑ ∑ p( x, y ) log 2
y∈Y x∈ X

p ( x, y )
p( x) p( y ) ,

where p(x,y) = P(X=x, Y=y) is the joint probability density of (X,Y), and p(x) = p(X=x) and
p(y) = p(Y=y) are the marginal probability densities of X and Y.
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In case of image registration the random variables represent pixel intensities of the two
images, therefore the mutual information is ([Mattes2003]):
(3-5)

I (μ) = ∑∑ p(ι , κ ; μ) log 2
ι

κ

p(ι , κ ; μ)
p M (ι; μ) p F (κ ; μ) ,

where ι represents the fixed (F) and κ represents the moving (M) image pixel intensities, and
the µ vector contains the parameters of the transformation that is applied to the moving image.
The mutual information value is high if one image contains lots of information from the other,
which is true when the images are spatially well aligned to each other. Therefore, mutual
information can be applied as a similarity metric to evaluate alignment between image pairs.
Computation of the mutual information value and its derivative for images requires
estimation of the marginal and joint distributions from samples. The most commonly used
technique is introduced by Viola and Wells ([Wells1996]). In this method discrete marginal and
joint histograms of the fixed and moving images are built from random samples then Parzen
windowing is used to obtain continuous estimates. Mattes et al. successfully applied this metric
to deformable registration of medical images acquired with different imaging modalities
([Mattes2001], [Mattes2003]).
3.3.3.2.2 MRI image intensity inhomogeneity correction
In MRI images the pixel intensities of homogeneous tissue regions are often non-uniform.
Inhomogeneity of the imaging coil, induced currents, and non-uniform excitation introduce a
low-frequency variation to the image intensity ([Sled1998]). Typically, this inhomogeneity reaches
10%–20% of the magnitude of image intensity variation, which can introduce considerable errors
in image processing algorithms (such as similarity metric computations) that assume that the
same material appears with a same intensity in the entire image.
Several methods have been proposed to eliminate this intensity non-uniformity (also known
as intensity bias). The non-parametric non-uniform intensity normalization (N3) method ([Sled1998]) is a
widely used technique for removing the non-uniformity by post-processing of the images. The
method does not require expert supervision, user interaction, or training on image samples. It
models the bias as a smooth, slowly varying multiplicative field and tries to optimize the
frequency content of the bias-corrected image. A recent enhancement to this technique was
proposed by Tustison et al. ([Tustison2009], [Tustison2010]), with the introduction of a
hierarchical optimization scheme and improved field approximation routine. This new method is
called N4ITK (Nick’s N3 ITK Implementation For MRI Bias Field Correction).
The N4ITK method has just a few user-defined parameters. The bias full width at half maximum
characterizes the Gaussian that models the bias field. The noise parameter specifies the Wiener
filter that is used for the field estimation. Number of fitting levels, convergence threshold, and maximum
number of iterations define the numerical optimization parameters. The shrink factor defines the
degree of sub-sampling that is performed on the input image before the bias estimation to
decrease the computation time.
3.3.3.3 Transform models
The transform model defines the spatial transformation that is applied on the moving image
while searching for the optimal alignment. Rigid and affine transforms use the full image
contents to determine one single transformation that is applied to the entire image. These
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models include translation and rotation, scaling, and shearing operations and they work well
when local deformations in the images are negligible (e.g., in case of registering bones).
Deformable transforms are suitable to model local deformations in the images. Local
deformations typically occur when registering soft tissues such as lung, liver, prostate, and breast.
Deformations can be modeled by using splines, where correspondence between the images is
determined at a number of points and spline interpolation is used to interpolate between these
defined positions. Splines are implicitly smooth and provide simple analytic interpolation and
differentiation. B-splines are particularly suitable for modeling transformations during
registration as they have local support (displacing a control point changes the deformation field
only in a limited spatial region), and computational efficiency. Elastic/viscous models assume
that the moving image as a linear elastic solid/viscous fluid and use the similarity metric to
determine forces that brings the moving image into alignment with the fixed image. Linear elastic
models allow only small deformations, while viscous model can model large deformations but it
is more error-prone. Finite element models offer the possibility of sound biomechanical
modeling, however it requires segmentation of the structures and knowledge of material
properties, which are both very difficult to obtain in practice. Overview and detailed comparison
of deformation models for image registration can be found in [Crum2004] and [Klein2009].
Application of the transform requires interpolation of the moving image. The interpolation
technique is chosen considering the required accuracy and allowed computational cost. Most
commonly nearest-neighbor or bilinear interpolation methods offer a reasonable trade-off. A
comprehensive review of applicable interpolation techniques is given in [Zitova2003], specific
studies on the effect of interpolation on the registration results are described in [Tsao2003] and
[Aljabar2005].
3.3.3.3.1 Rigid transform
Rigid transforms allows only translation and rotation of the moving image. This is the
simplest and most commonly used transformation model. The transform can be defined by 6
parameters: 3 for translation and 3 for rotation. Rotations can be well represented by versors
(unit quaternions), as their composition is simple and they are numerically stable.
3.3.3.3.2 B-spline deformable transform
B-splines have been widely used as a deformation model in registration of a wide range of
medical images. Following [Rueckert1999] the 3rd order B-spline based deformation model can
be defined as follows.

{

}

Having an image volume Ω = ( x, y, z ) 0 ≤ x < X ,0 ≤ y < Y ,0 ≤ z < Z and a mesh of control

points

{

Φ = φi , j ,k 0 ≤ i < n x ,0 ≤ j < n y ,0 ≤ k < n z

}

with

uniform

spacing,

the

B-spline

transformation can be expressed as:
3

(3-6)

3

3

T ( x, y, z ) = ∑∑∑ Bl (u ) Bm (v) Bn ( w)φ  x / nx +l , y / n y + m, z / nz + n
l =0 m =0 n =0

,

where Bi(t) represents the i-th basis function of the B-spline:
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1
B0 (t ) = (1 − t ) 3
6
1
B1 (t ) = (3t 3 − 6t 2 + 4)
6
1
B2 (t ) = (−3t 3 + 3t 2 + 3t + 1) ,
6
1
B3 (t ) = t 3
6

The locality of the deformation is specified by the resolution of the control point mesh (nx, ny,
nz). The parameters of the transform are the coordinates of the φi , j ,k control points.
3.3.3.4 Optimization methods
Generic multivariate non-linear optimizers can be used to solve the similarity maximization
problem defined in Eq. 3-1. In this section those techniques are presented, which were used for
implementing the proposed prostate motion characterization and compensation methods.
3.3.3.4.1 Gradient descent method
Gradient descent is a simple iterative algorithm that minimizes a function value by making
steps into the direction towards the function value decreases the fastest:
Eq. 3-8

(

μ ( k +1) = μ ( k ) − γΔS μ ( k )

)

The γ step size can be changed during the optimization. A common strategy is to start from an
initial large step size and multiply the step size at each iteration by a relaxation factor r (0 < r <1).
The initialization can be stopped when the gradient magnitude or the step length becomes
smaller than a specified threshold or when a predefined number of iterations is reached.
The method is very simple but its convergence rate can be low, especially for convex
problems where the shortest direction to the optimum is nearly orthogonal to the gradient.
3.3.3.4.2 Limited-memory Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shannon optimizer with simple bounds
The Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shannon (BFGS) optimizer uses a quasi-Newton method, which
assumes that the function to be optimized can be approximated by a quadratic in the
neighborhood of the optimum point ([Zhu1997]). The limited-memory implementation (LBFGS) of the method updates a limited-memory approximation of the Hessian at each iteration,
instead of storing a dense approximation. The L-BFGS method can be extended to allow
specification of simple upper/lower bounds for each variable, this method is the Limited-memory
Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shannon optimizer with simple bounds (L-BFGS-B).
The L-BFGS-B method is particularly suitable for solving deformable registration problems,
as it can deal with a large number of variables (due to its limited-memory approximation) and the
bounds can be used to efficiently constrain the transformation (prevent from too much
deformation, folding, etc.).
The parameters of the methods are the maximum number of limited memory corrections and
the upper/lower bounds on the variables. A value between 3 and 20 is recommended for the
maximum number of corrections: small values result in inaccurate approximation of the Hessian,
larger values can lead to excessive computation time.
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The method stops when the decrease in function value or the gradient magnitude falls below
a specified threshold, or a predefined number of iterations is reached. The decrease in function
value threshold is defined as convergence factor * floating point machine precision (typical convergence
factor values: 1012 for low accuracy, 107 for moderate accuracy, and 101 for extremely high
accuracy), the threshold for the gradient is defined by gradient tolerance value (typical value is 10-5).

3.4 Methods
In this chapter new methods for characterization and intra-procedural compensation of
prostate motion are presented. The methods are targeted to be used on the images acquired
during MRI-guided transrectal biopsy procedures performed with the APT-MRI robot.

3.4.1 Prostate motion characterization by three-stage volume-to-volume
registration
A large data set was collected at U.S. National Cancer Institute, consisting of images acquired
during more than 80 APT-MRI biopsy procedures. Retrospective analysis of this database
allowed quantitative characterization of the prostate motion during needle interventions.
Information about motion patterns enabled the development of an intra-procedural motion
compensation method (described in section 3.4.2) and it can be useful in general for developing
and optimizing further computational algorithms or hardware devices for prostate biopsy.
A suitable computational method was required that determined the motion of biopsy targets
in the prostate during the procedure by analyzing the target planning and post-needle insertion
volumes. Developing such an algorithm is a challenging task, because the prostate can dislocate
differently from the surrounding structures, and so prostate motion patterns during needle
insertion can be very complex. The extent of prostate movement varies from patient to patient,
depends on the target location, needle insertion direction, and may be affected by gross patient
motion. An additional difficulty is that the target planning and post-needle insertion images are
acquired with different imaging protocols, because:
1) the post-needle insertion images are acquired several times during the procedure while the
needle is in the prostate, therefore the imaging shall be quick,
2) the post-needle insertion images should not visualize only anatomical structures but also
the inserted metallic needle.
Determining correspondence between images is further hindered by the appearance of the
needle, which results in local image intensity differences in the post-needle insertion volume
compared to the planning image. The data was gathered over a period of five years in different
clinical trials, under different imaging protocols, by different clinicians. Variations in image
resolution, field strength, etc. further increased the difficultly of the task. The goal was to find a
method that would capture most of the prostate movement for the majority of patients during
the biopsy procedure.
Due to these challenges, none of the methods described in section 3.3.1 for prostate motion
characterization can be directly used for processing images acquired during MRI-guided
transrectal prostate biopsy procedures. A large part of the existing methods are developed for
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other imaging modalities (ultrasound, CT, X-ray), which are very different from MRI and
provide much less information about the motion and deformation of substructures within the
prostate. MRI-based methods that use landmarks or the prostate contour are not optimal,
because they discard a large amount of image information and require lengthy manual
processing. The most promising approach, which inspired the proposed new method, uses
image-based deformable volume-to-volume registration.
The bulk of the prostate dislocation between the target planning and post-needle insertions
images were expected to be mainly a rigid translation and rotation. Karnik et al. measured that
during short (average 8-minute) ultrasound-guided transrectal prostate biopsy procedures the
results from rigid and non-rigid registrations were not statistically significantly different
([Karnik2010]). This observation was consistent with the conclusions of Misra et al. that
boundary conditions surrounding the organ dominated the deformation more than the
constitutive behavior of the tissue itself ([Misra2009]).
However, the deformation during MRI-guided transrectal biopsies somewhat differed from
the assumptions of Karnik and Misra et al. One important difference compared to ultrasoundguided procedure was that the total procedure time was much longer, the time difference
between acquiring the target planning and post-needle insertion volume can be as long as 40–60
minutes. Another important aspect of the MRI-guided procedure was that the needle positioning
device was rigidly fixed to the patient table and the tip of the device was inserted into the rectum.
This means that any motion of the patient’s hip could cause significant local deformation in the
prostate. The prostate was surrounded by connective tissue and bladder, but as these are soft
structures, the most relevant deforming structures around the prostate were the rigid pubic bone
and the manipulator tip in the rectum (Figure 3-7).

Figure 3-7. Main structures around the prostate during MRI-guided transrectal biopsy. P=prostate,
PB=pubic bone, R=rectum (with an inserted endorectal probe), B=bladder. The image was
acquired at U.S. National Cancer Institute during an MRI-guided prostate biopsy session.

A three-stage registration method was developed to determine prostate motion and
deformation between the target planning and post-needle insertion image volumes. The output
of each stage was used as initial value for the subsequent stage. An overview of the method is
shown in Figure 3-8.
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Figure 3-8. Overview of the volume-to-volume prostate MRI registration algorithm. ROI: P=prostate,
R=rectum, PB=pubic bone.

The imaging coil in the probe improved the quality (the signal-to-noise ratio) in the images,
however introduced intensity inhomogeneity. The inhomogeneity was a low-frequency change of
the overall brightness of the image, starting with a very high intensity near the probe and slowly
decreasing towards the edges of the volume. As the probe could move independently from the
surrounding anatomical structures, this intensity bias was applied on slightly different regions,
which could misled the intensity-based registration algorithms. To eliminate this problem, the
N4ITK intensity normalization algorithm (see 3.3.3.2.2) was used as a pre-processing step for all
input images.
Due to the imaging protocol differences the same structures appear with different gray levels
on the planning and insertion images. The Mattes mutual information (MMI, mutual information
formulation proposed by Mattes et al., see section 3.3.3.2.1 and [Mattes2001], [Mattes2003]) was
chosen for evaluating the image alignment, because this metric does not have the assumption of
having the same gray levels for the same structures and it was demonstrated to work well for
similar (non-rigid, multi-modal) medical image registration problems.
In the first stage the target planning and post-insertion volumes were used as the fixed and
moving images, respectively. The ROI had to be large enough to allow a robust, unambiguous
matching. At the same time it was beneficial to limit the ROI as much as possible to the target
(prostate) region, as this way the misalignments that were far from the target region didn’t
interfere with the optimal alignment. The solution was to use a ROI that contained the rectum,
prostate and pubic bone (and reduce the ROI size in subsequent steps, Figure 3-9). A gradient
descent (GD) optimizer was used to optimize the 6 parameters of the rigid translation. This first
stage compensated for prostate motion in coherence with the device and patient.
To correct for residual decoupled prostate motion, the resulting image was registered again in
the second stage with the original fixed image using only the prostate as the ROI (Figure 3-9). In
some cases the prostate and surrounding structures did not have enough contrast in the post56
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needle insertion image to reliably identify dislocation along the IS axis. To alleviate this problem
the initial translation determined in the first stage (vt0) was assumed to be approximately correct
along the prostate’s IS axis (vIS) and the deviation from this translation in the second stage (vt-vt0)
was penalized with a quadratic term weighed with a scalar value (p). The metric value with
penalization (MPMMI) was computed from the Mattes mutual information metric value (MMMI) as:
Eq. 3-9

M PMMI = M MMI + p(v t − v t 0 )v IS
Stage 1 (P+R+PB)
Stage 2-3 (P)

A
L
Figure 3-9. Region of interests used in the three stages of the registration. Stage 1 contains the pubic bone,
prostate, and rectum. Stage 2-3 contains only the prostate.

The third stage of the registration used a non-rigid transform, defined by equally spaced control
points in the prostate volume. The grid resolution was determined experimentally: the resolution
had to be fine enough to model various deformations of the prostate, but low enough to prevent
local intensity changes (caused by needle insertion or other artifacts) appear as prostate
deformations. The deformation at any point was computed by interpolating between the
dislocation vectors defined at the control points using a B-spline kernel (see section 3.3.3.3.2).
The placement of the control points was performed by the L-BFGS-B optimizer (see section
3.3.3.4.2), as this method can efficiently optimize the alignment by varying a large number of
variables (3x the number of control points) and a bound can be specified for each variable to
control the amount of maximum deformation.

3.4.2 Intra-procedural prostate motion compensation by multi-slice-to-volume
registration
This section describes image registration method for providing intra-procedural motion
compensation in MRI-guided prostatic needle placement procedures.
Acquiring a full volume each time when motion compensation is required during a biopsy
procedure would take prohibitively long time. A clinically practical solution for intra-procedural
motion compensation is to use only a few image slices for the registration. This technique wraps
around the idea of registering intra-procedural slice images to the target planning volume to
recover subject motion. The slice positions have to be set only once, at the beginning of the
procedure, therefore there is no need for custom MRI scanning sequence or proprietary
communication with the scanner.
To effectively compensate the effect of prostate motion and deformation, six degree-offreedom motion (translations along and rotations about x, y and z axes) as well as deformable
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displacement field must be recovered. In the scope of prostatic needle placement, a registration
error less than 3 mm is considered to be sufficiently accurate as it is comparable to the diameter of a
standard biopsy needle and smaller than the radius of the clinically significant tumor. The
clinically significant tumor radius is estimated to be about 4 mm (according to [Singh2004] tumor
volume of 0.2cc is insignificant, 0.2–0.5cc is minimal, >0.5cc is moderate or advanced; thus,
assuming spherical shape a tumor with smaller than 3.6 mm radius is insignificant).
The objective of tracking is to determine current prostate position prior to insertion of the
biopsy needle. In the simplest use case tracking is requested by the physician and executed
manually by the MRI operator using a regular pre-programmed sequence. In this case the speed
requirement is to provide a timely response to the physician’s requests. Based on experience in
multiple clinical trials with the APT-MRI device, the preferred processing time limit is 1 minute. The
most advanced use case would be performing closed-loop control of the needle position during
insertion, based on feedback provided by the motion compensation method. This would require
response within a few seconds.
The slice-to-volume registration method is similar to the volume-to-volume method
described in section 3.4.1. Most importantly, the slice-to-volume method can be interpreted as a
special case of a volume-to-volume registration method. Volume-to-volume registration is
performed by moving one image volume (moving volume), then computing the image alignment
metric at the voxel positions of the other (fixed volume). As the fixed image is always sampled at
the same voxel positions (in the center of the voxels), the fixed volume can be a sparse volume,
with “holes” (undefined regions) in it. Therefore, multi-slice-to-volume registration can be
considered as a volume-to-volume registration, where the fixed volume is a sparse volume
constructed from the slice images, and the moving volume is the available full volume.
The main steps of the algorithm are the followings: pre-processing, sparse volume
construction, and finally a two-stage registration. The first registration stage is responsible for
recovering gross patient motion, while the second one compensates non-rigid deformation of
the prostate. An overview of the method is shown in Figure 3-10.
The main advantages of this algorithm compared to similar existing methods (such as
[Gill2008] and [Fei2003]) are the followings: 1. Not just rigid prostate motion, but also elastic
deformation is compensated. 2. Not just one, but multiple image slices with different
orientations can be utilized. 3. The implementation is simpler and more efficient: there is no
need for random restarts during the optimization or for application of multi-resolution schemes.
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Figure 3-10. Overview of the multi-slice-to-volume prostate MRI registration algorithm. ROI:
P=prostate, R=rectum, PB=pubic bone.

The goal of the pre-processing step is to compensate intensity inhomogeneity in the acquired
images and it is performed the same way as described in the previous section.
The sparse volume was constructed by first creating an empty volume that can accommodate
all the intra-procedural slices at their actual position, then copying the all the voxel values from
each slice into this empty volume (Figure 3-11). The resulting sparse volume was defined by two
volumes, one contained the copied voxel intensities and the other was a mask volume that
specified which voxel positions contained valid image information. This way any number of
slices of any orientation can be composed into a volume. The method has the advantage that this
sparse image can be used as an input to the existing volume-to-volume registration algorithms, at
the cost of some additional storage space for the intensity and mask images, and processing time
for using the mask image to check each pixel’s validity. This overhead was found to be negligible
for the current images, where the image has high resolution only along the left-right (LR) and
anterior-posterior (AP) axes. In the future, if specialized imaging protocols are used that provide
equally high resolution along all the axes, or non-orthogonal slices are acquired, then the
registration method can be slightly modified to compute the metric value separately for each
slice, and use the optimizer to minimize the sum of these metric values.
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Figure 3-11. Sparse volume generation from intra-procedural slices.

Mattes mutual information metric proved to work satisfactorily for prostate volume to
volume registration; therefore it was for the slice-to-volume registration as well.
The first stage of the method determined a rigid transformation. Similarly to the volume-tovolume registration, a large ROI containing the prostate, rectum, and pubic bone was used to
capture gross patient motion.
In the second stage the rigid registration result was further refined with deformable
registration. Results of prostate motion characterization study showed that although the prostate
tends to dislocate along with the pubic bone, it moves more or less independently from
surrounding structures. Therefore, only the prostate region (containing mainly the prostate, with
some parts of the pubic bone and surrounding soft tissues) was included in the registration ROI.
The deformation was modeled similarly to the volume-to-volume method: using a non-rigid
transform, defined by equally spaced control points in the prostate volume and interpolating the
deformation field between the control points using a B-spline kernel.

3.4.3 Registration parameters
The methods described above require a considerable number of user-defined parameters.
Fortunately, most of the methods have only a few key parameters that require applicationspecific tuning. The majority of parameters have limited influence on the results and therefore
the range of usable values can be obtained from the literature
3.4.3.1 Image intensity inhomogeneity correction
The N4ITK method (see section 3.3.3.2.2) was used for image intensity inhomogeneity
correction of the input images. The most important parameter of the method is the bias full width
at half maximum (BWHM), which defines the Gaussian that estimates the bias field. Testing on
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clinical images showed that low values (<0.3) tend to keep some inhomogeneity in the image,
while too high values (>0.7) tend to remove valuable signal contents from the image, therefore
0.5, the center of the correct operation range was used for all the images (see an example in
Figure 3-12).
Original image

FWHM=0.1

FWHM=0.3

FWHM=0.5

FWHM=0.7

FWHM=0.9

Figure 3-12. Original image and results of the bias correction, using a wide range of bias full width at half
maximum (BWHM) values.

Compared to the BWHM value the other parameters have a small influence on the bias
correction results. Therefore for all these other parameters the values recommended in
[Tustison2009] were used. All the used parameter values are summarized in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1. Parameters of the N4ITK algorithm, which were used for intensity inhomogeneity correction.

Parameter
Bias full width at half maximum (BWHM)
Noise
Number of fitting levels
Convergence threshold
Maximum number of iterations
Shrink factor

Value
0.5
0.01
4
0.001
50
3

3.4.3.2 Similarity metric
The key parameter of the used mutual information metric is the number of random samples
used for the similarity estimation. Larger values result in smoother metric function, at the cost of
increased computation time. The number of histogram bins is known to have little effect on
computation results, unless extreme small or large number is chosen ([Tsao2003]), therefore a
commonly used value was applied. The penalization factor for the second stage of the volumeto-volume registration method was determined empirically, by finding the smallest value that
prevents large registration errors in the APT-MRI clinical image database. The parameters are
summarized in Table 3-2.
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Table 3-2. Parameters of the MMI similarity metric computation.

Parameter
Number of random samples
Number of histogram bins
PMMI penalization factor (p)

Value
50,000
32
0.5

These values provide a good trade-off between smoothness of the metric and computation
time. The resulting metric function is smooth and mostly has one local maximum near the
optimum (as illustrated by a few sample plots of the metric computed for a clinical prostate MRI
image pair in Figure 3-13).

Translation

Rotation

Figure 3-13. MMI similarity metric values computed for rigid alignment of a pair of clinical images
(planning image and post-needle insertion image). The surface plot is obtained by keeping one
transformation parameter optimal and modifying the other two in the range of ±20mm
translation (left column) and ±10 degrees rotation (right column). R: translation/rotation
along the LR axis. A: translation/rotation along the AP axis. S: translation/rotation along the
IS axis.

3.4.3.3 Transform model
The parameters of the B-spline based non-rigid deformation model are the grid spacing and the
allowed maximum deformation. Grid spacing defines the distance between the B-spline control
points. Lower spacing allows the description of more localized deformations, at the cost of less
robustness (higher chance that the deformation model picks up local image intensity changes as
deformations) and increased computational cost. Maximum deformation imposes a limit on the
dislocation of each B-spline control point from its original position. The parameter values were
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determined by analyzing the motion patterns observed in the APT-MRI database of clinical
images. The deformation model with the chosen parameters (Table 3-3) is capable of modeling
typical prostate deformations, but produces a smooth deformation field that is immune to local
variations in the images, such as the dark needle artifact in the post-needle insertion volume.
Table 3-3. Non-rigid transformation model parameters.

Value
30 mm
10 mm

Parameter
Grid spacing
Maximum deformation (set as bounds for the optimizer)

As a reasonable trade-off between computational cost and image quality, linear interpolation
method was chosen for obtaining samples from the transformed image.
3.4.3.4 Optimization method
The initial values for the optimization corresponds to the identity transform (no translation,
no rotation, and no dislocation of control points), as a simple and reasonable assumption about
the prostate position is that it remained the same since the last image acquisition.
Gradient descent optimizer used for the rigid registration step. The maximum step length and
relaxation factor parameter values define the convergence rate and the robustness of the algorithm.
Too high values increase the risk of getting too far from the initial values and not converging to
the optimum alignment. Too low values results may prevent the optimizer to reach the correct
solution, before reaching the maximum number of iterations or minimum step size. The minimum
step length and number of iterations specify stopping conditions. When there is no strict time limit
(such as the case for the retrospective analysis of prostate motion) a lower minimum step value
and a higher number of iterations is acceptable. The units of rotation and translation variables
are quite different (rotation variables correspond to versor components, translation variables are
in mm), therefore a scaling operation (multiplication by the translation parameter scaling value) was
applied to the translation parameters for the gradient computation. The used optimizer
parameter values are described in Table 3-4
Table 3-4. Gradient descent optimizer parameters for the rigid registration step.

Parameter
Relaxation factor
Maximum step length
Minimum step length
Number of iterations
Translation parameter scaling

Value for
prostate motion
characterization

10-5
1500

Value for
intra-procedural
motion compensation
0.8
0.5
10-4
400
10-4

An L-BFGS-B optimizer was used to determine the transform parameters of the deformable
registration step. The variable bounds for the optimizer were set according to the maximum
allowed deformation (defined in the transform model). Convergence factor and projected gradient
tolerance values were chosen to obtain highly accurate results, therefore the stopping of the
algorithm is mainly determined by the maximum number of iterations. As computation time is not a
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concern for the motion characterization the number of iterations was chosen to be high enough
to allow full convergence, while for the intra-procedural case the number of iterations is limited
to a value that mostly provides accurate enough results. A commonly recommended value was
used for the maximum number of corrections parameter. All the parameter values for the optimization
are summarized in Table 3-5.
Table 3-5. L-BFGS-B optimizer parameters for the deformable registration step.

Parameter
Convergence factor
Projected gradient tolerance
Maximum number of iterations
Maximum number of corrections
Bounds on variables

Value for
prostate motion
characterization

1500

Value for
intra-procedural
motion compensation
105
10-7

300
12
+/- maximum deformation parameter of the
non-rigid transform

3.4.4 Implementation
All components of the registration algorithm were implemented by using and extending the
open-source Insight Segmentation and Registration Toolkit (ITK, [Yoo2002]). Data analysis and
visualization was performed using the open-source 3D Slicer ([Pieper2004]) and ParaView
([Biddiscombe2007]) software applications.

3.4.5 Validation and accuracy analysis
Validation and quantitative assessment of prostate motion characterization and compensation
require a large number of images with known ground truth for prostate and internal target
locations. Acquiring lots of high-quality clinical images is prohibitively expensive and, more often
than not, infeasible during a clinical procedure. Even if images are acquired, there are no easily
identifiable, reliable landmarks within the prostate that could be used as ground truth target
locations. In short, despite decades of research in image-guided surgery, ground truth target
dislocation information in clinical imagery is virtually nonexistent.
To address this issue, the performance of the developed algorithms was assessed on both real
clinical images and simulated data sets. Simulated post-needle insertion image sets were created
from real target planning volumes using a known, pre-computed deformation field. Simulated
images were used for extensive testing, optimization, and quantitative performance evaluation,
while real patient data allowed qualitative testing in real conditions.
3.4.5.1 Simulated data
The overarching goal of the work described in this section was not to just create a method for
producing test data for one particular problem, but to create a simulation environment to
generate realistic prostate imaging data in a controllable way, with known ground truth, for the
evaluation, comparison, and optimization of target registration methods, for a wide range of
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image-guided prostate interventions. To demonstrate that the simulator was highly customizable,
it was applied in two quite different prostate registration method assessment studies.
In the first study the simulator was configured to investigate a pertinent clinical question: how
effectively surface registration-based prostate motion compensation methods can deal with
organ motion, deformation, and surface segmentation errors in MRI-guided transrectal prostate
biopsy; does prostate motion manifest in clinically significant target registration error (TRE) in
relevant biopsy locations? The workflow, shown in Figure 3-14, started with generating a ground
truth pre-procedural prostate shape (pre-procedural image). Deformation of the pre-procedural
image was then simulated by finite element analysis (FEA) that provided the ground truth intraprocedural image (intra-procedural image) and a dense deformation field for the whole prostate
volume (ground truth deformation field). Next, pre-procedural and intra-procedural image
segmentation was simulated by applying typical errors to the ground truth segmentation. The
segmented contours were then aligned using the registration method that was to be evaluated.
The output of the registration was a dense deformation field (reconstructed deformation field),
constructed from the found optimal transform. Finally, the difference between the reconstructed
and ground truth deformation fields was computed to obtain the TRE for each voxel position in
the pre-procedural image.

Prostate shape
generation
from statistical
atlas

Pre- procedural
image

FEA based
deformation

Segmentation

Segmentation

Segmented
pre-proc. image

Registration
method being
tested

Intra-procedural
image
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deformation field

Segmented
intra-proc. image

Target
registration
error analysis

Ground truth
deformation field

Figure 3-14. Simulation workflow for evaluating target registration error using a surface-based
registration method

In the second study the simulator was used for testing the performance of the multi-slice-tovolume registration method described in section 3.3.2. As this was an image-based registration
method, the input was not generated using a statistical atlas and there was no need for simulating
segmentation. Instead, a clinical target planning volume image was used as pre-procedural image.
An extra step was added to extract image slices from the simulated intra-procedural volume.
Then, the extracted intra-procedural slices and pre-procedural image were set as inputs for the
studied registration method. An overview of the complete workflow is shown in Figure 3-15.
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Figure 3-15. Simulation workflow for evaluating target registration error using a multi-slice-to-volume
registration method

The remaining part of the section gives a detailed description of each component of the
simulation framework.
3.4.5.1.1 Generation of 3D prostate contours with a statistical shape atlas
One important requirement of the simulator was the ability to generate a large number of test
cases given a finite number of sample input data. Using the method described by Tsai et al.
([Tsai2003]), a set of 3D prostate contours were obtained and aligned, constructed from stacks
of segmented axial slices and modeled as voxelized binary volumes. From this set, the mean
shape and three eigenshapes were computed, using the technique developed by Leventon et al.
([Leventon2000]). Then the prostate contour was obtained by adding the weighted average of the
eigenshapes to the mean shape. The weights for averaging were randomly generated from within
the corresponding eigenvalue bounds. The contour was then converted to a surface mesh and
smoothed (by using the marching cubes algorithm, and a windowed sinc function interpolation
kernel, respectively). The resulting surface mesh was used as input for the finite element
volumetric mesh generation.
3.4.5.1.2 Deformation using Finite Element Analysis
Physics-based simulation environments could produce large amounts of high-fidelity prostate
data with known target location ground truth. Misra et al. ([Misra2009]) created finite element model
(FEM) of the prostate and surrounding structures (bladder, pubic bone, rectum, urethra, as well
as different abdominal tissues). Goksel et al. ([Goksel2006]) also used FEM for simulating
needle-tissue interaction in the prostate. Hensel et al. ([Hensel2007]) and Courtis et al.
([Courtis2007]) reported an FEM-based method for registering MRI images for radiotherapy
planning and detecting prostate tissue abnormalities. Lee et al. ([Lee2008]) used FEM-based
simulation for registration validation. They applied a complex set of boundary conditions, which
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may result in a highly realistic deformation field simulation. However, for many applications a
simpler model could be sufficient, and the described method requires actual patient images with
multiple segmented organs, which may be prohibitive if a large number of test data sets are
needed.
A FEA-based method was used to obtain realistic and dense deformation fields of the pelvic
region. The finite element model for the simulator was built from two objects: prostate and body
(Figure 3-16). The prostate object represented the prostate gland, and the body object simulated the
pelvic soft tissues supporting the prostate. Prostate was constructed by filling the atlas-generated
surface mesh with tetrahedral elements. Body was modeled as an 80 mm diameter sphere around
the prostate object, and also filled with tetrahedral elements. The open source Netgen library
(Johannes Kepler University Linz) was used for the volumetric mesh construction, for its ability
to rapidly generate a simple, smooth, high-quality volumetric mesh suitable for FEA.

Figure 3-16. Sample geometry of the prostate (solid surface in the middle) and the body object (wireframe
sphere around the prostate). Force is applied on body mesh nodes that lie within the
cylindrical shape of the endorectal probe. Position of the anterior side of the body object (at
the top, intersection with the solid sphere part) is fixed. The dashed-line rectangle shows the
mid-posterior surface of the prostate where the probe applies a deforming force.

Material model and properties were adapted from [Hensel2007]; both objects are modeled as
linear elastic materials, prostate with Poisson ratio ν = 0.4 and Young’s modulus E = 21 kPa, body
with ν = 0.4 and Young’s modulus E = 15 kPa.
Loads and boundary conditions determine the forces that dislocate and deform the objects.
The deformation caused by patient motion during transrectal robot-assisted biopsy was
simulated. In transrectal robot-assisted prostate biopsy the end-effector of the robot is inserted
into the rectum and then it is fixed to the table. During the procedure, patients tend to move
slightly to reduce their discomfort, and as a result the robot’s end-effector applies strong local
pressure on the prostate, causing considerable dislocation and deformation. This setup was
modeled by prescribing force loads (with random perturbations in orientation and magnitude) on
the mid-posterior surface of the prostate (the area is highlighted with a dashed-line rectangle in
Figure 3-16). The force magnitude and direction was chosen in a way to achieve deformations
observed during transrectal prostate biopsy procedures, obtained by the prostate motion
characterization work described in section 3.4.1. To avoid rigid-body translation, a fixed position
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constraint was added on the body object mesh nodes on its anterior side. The prostate and body
meshes were created separately to maintain a smooth boundary surface. Therefore, a boundary
condition to tie the outer surface of the prostate with the inner surface of the body had to be added
as well.
Quasi-static finite element analysis was applied using the open source FEBio solver
(developed at the Scientific Computing and Imaging Institute at the University of Utah) to
compute the prostate deformation from the above described geometry, material, and boundary
condition model.
3.4.5.1.3 Segmentation simulation and registration for the surface-based method study
The goal of segmentation simulation step was to simulate errors of a realistic segmentation
algorithm. This allowed the evaluation of the segmentation error effect on the final TRE for
surface-based registration methods. The segmentation simulation inputs were the ground truth
segmented image and a segmentation error model. The segmentation error model describes the
segmentation error in one or more regions of the prostate, reflecting where and what kind of
segmentation errors typically occur (e.g., under-segmentation in the apex region in case of
manual segmentation, or leaking of the prostate into the bladder in case of a gradient-based
automatic segmentation method). The inputs of the segmentation error simulator were the
ground truth image and multiple error regions (each defined with the maximum error position,
error vector, and influenced region size). For each error region a dense deformation field was
generated by a cubic B-spline interpolator, and then these deformations were subsequently
applied on the input image to produce the simulated segmented image.
The simulated segmented pre-procedural and intra-procedural images were registered to
compute a transform between positions in the two image spaces. The transform was then
evaluated for all voxels of the intra-procedural image to get the reconstructed deformation field.
This deformation field was directly comparable to the ground truth deformation field, as they
were both defined in the intra-procedural image space.
A practical goal of the simulation framework was to evaluate applicability of rigid registration
to estimate target displacement resulting from non-rigid prostate deformation. Therefore, a
simple rigid registration method was used for the tests: rigid translation with versor rotation
transform, mean squares metrics, and gradient descent optimizer. Other registration algorithms
that work with segmented images and can produce a dense deformation field could be used
without any change in the simulator (to evaluate the accuracy and robustness of a registration
method or optimize registration parameters, etc.).
3.4.5.1.4 Intra-procedural image and slice generation and registration for the multi-slice-to-volume method study
The simulated intra-procedural image was generated by deforming the pre-procedural image
using the ground truth deformation field (computed by finite element analysis). The intraprocedural image slices then generated by extracting the required slices from the intra-procedural
image volume.
3.4.5.1.5 Target registration error evaluation
The goal of this step is to analyze the difference of the computed vs. ground truth target
point positions in the intra-procedural image. The simulation framework provides both ground
truth and computed deformation fields for the full organ volume, allowing the expected TRE to
be assessed in any target region.
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3.4.5.1.6 Implementation
All simulation software components were built by using freely available libraries and tools.
The Insight Segmentation and Registration Toolkit (ITK, [Yoo2002]) and the Visualization Toolkit
(VTK, [Schroeder2006]) were used for processing image and mesh data, Netgen
(www.hpfem.jku.at/netgen) for mesh generation, and FEBio (www.sci.utah.edu/software) for
FEM solving. The widely used standard file formats were chosen for storing all input data, as
well as intermediate and final results, to be compatible with third-party software one may want to
use for visualization and data analysis.
All the processing steps were implemented as independent executables. Wherever it was
possible, 3D Slicer ([Pieper2004]) compatible command-line interfaces were specified, to allow
interactive setting of inputs, running the processing step, and visualizing results – through a
graphical user interface. Test scripts were developed for batch processing mode, which call the
executables with randomized parameters to generate a large number of simulated data sets.
3.4.5.2 Clinical images
The prostate usually does not contain any easily identifiable anatomical point features in the
MRI images and it can move practically independently of bony structures. Therefore typical
validation methods, such as using landmarks to evaluate the accuracy of the registration are not
applicable.
Qualitatively validation was performed by performing manual registration and comparing it to
the automatic registration result on selected images. The prostate, rectum and pubic bone were
manually segmented from both the target planning and post-needle insertion volumes. Each
segmented model was then registered manually by aligning the surfaces of the segmented objects
with a rigid transform. Rigid component of the registration was evaluated by comparing the
numbers in the transformation matrices. Deformable component was evaluated by visualizing
the post-needle insertion volume and the registered target planning volume in the same position
and observing changes while fading (fusing them with different weights) between them multiple
times. All these procedures were performed interactively in the 3D Slicer ([Pieper2004]) software
application.
Quantitative validation was performed on images by manually segmenting the prostate on
both the post-needle insertion volume and the registered target planning volume, then
computing the Hausdorff distance (HD) between the contours (following the approach described in
[Archip2007]). The HD gives one scalar value for a pair of contours, which corresponds to the
longest distance between the two contours. The value was obtained by iterating through every
contour point positions in one contour and computing the distance of the closest point in the
other contour. The HD is the longest distance of all the computed distance values. To make the
method more robust, the 95% percentile value was used instead of the maximum value.
Although the method gives quantitative results on the registration error, its limitations are that: 1.
It characterizes the registration error only at the prostate surface, while the target positions are
inside the prostate. However, most targets are in the peripheral zone, which is situated close to
the prostate surface. 2. It requires accurate prostate contours, which is not straightforward to
obtain. Even manual segmentation of experts can differ by 1–2 mm, especially on the lowerquality post-needle insertion images.
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3.5 Results
3.5.1 Prostate motion characterization
The registration method was validated on 30 simulated images generated by the method
described in section 3.4.5.1. The difference of the known ground truth dislocation (provided by
the simulator) and the dislocation computed by the registration algorithm of each possible target
positions in the prostate (TRE) was computed for all the simulated images. For each position the
mean and maximum TRE was defined as:
1 N
TRE mean ( x, y, z ) = ∑ TREi (r , a, s )
N i =1
TRE max ( x, y, z ) = max(TREi (r , a, s ) )
i

where N is the number of simulated images and TREi(r,a,s) is the TRE value in the i-th image
at the (r,a,s) position. The distribution of the mean and maximum TRE in the whole prostate is
shown in Figure 3-17 and Figure 3-18, respectively. To evaluate the effectiveness of the method,
the TRE distribution without registration, with only rigid registration (stage 1 and 2), and with
deformable registration (all stages) are plotted. The above diagrams show that the described
registration method successfully recovered the prostate deformation and dislocation, with a
remaining maximum error of about 1 mm.
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Figure 3-17. Distribution of the mean TRE in the prostate region of the simulated images when using the
volume-to-volume registration algorithm. Voxel positions with negligible (less than 0.1 mm)
TRE are not included in the diagram.
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Figure 3-18. Distribution of the maximum TRE in the prostate region of the simulated images when using
the volume-to-volume registration algorithm. Voxel positions with negligible (less than 0.1
mm) TRE are not included in the diagram.

The method was qualitatively validated on images of 21 real patient cases. The result of the
registration was compared to manual registration results on selected images as described in
section 3.4.5.2. At least one biopsy for each patient was selected randomly. In addition,
registration cases with more than 10 mm translation were also selected for validation. The
mismatch of the prostate contour segmentation error was found to be less than 2 mm in all the
images, except a few extreme cases where the image quality was very poor, or image artifacts
were introduced by patient motion during acquisition. To include as many prostate motion
patterns into the study as possible, these cases were not excluded from the analysis, but the
prostate motion was estimated by performing manual registration.
Using this registration method the prostate motion was assessed in clinical images of a total of
82 biopsies from 21 patients. Displacement of targets inside of the prostate was computed,
parallel and orthogonal to the needle insertion direction. For the parallel component, 46% of the
biopsies moved towards the needle insertion direction (mean: 5.7 mm) and 54% went in the
opposite direction (mean: 2.9 mm). The overall average was 4.2 mm in the parallel and 3.4 mm in
the orthogonal direction. Cases where the patient movement was larger than 5 mm were also
analyzed separately. In this group the average parallel and orthogonal movement was 3.9 mm
and 5.3 mm, respectively.
To analyze the orthogonal displacement component, it was further resolved into movement
in RAS coordinates. 73% of the biopsies showed a target movement either towards the superiorposterior (SP) or inferior-anterior (IA) direction (Figure 3-19 middle). The biopsies were also
divided into two categories: left and right side biopsy, with 41 biopsies in each category. 59% of
the left biopsies had a positive movement towards right, and 39% of the right biopsies had a
positive movement towards left (Figure 3-19 top).
As part of the registration validation process, the segmented rectum and pubic bone were also
registered separately. Their movements were found to be different from those of the prostate.
However, prostate movement was more similar to the bone movement than the rectum
movement.
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Figure 3-19. Axial (top), sagittal (middle), and coronal (bottom) view of prostate movement orthogonal to
the needle direction. ‘*’ and ‘.’ indicate biopsies taken on the left and right side of the
prostate, respectively.
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3.5.2 Intra-procedural prostate motion compensation
The intra-procedural prostate motion compensation method was tested on simulated and
clinical images using three orthogonal intra-procedural slices.
The registration method was validated on 30 simulated images, similarly as for the volume-tovolume registration method (section 3.5.1). The distribution of the mean and maximum TRE in
the whole prostate is shown in Figure 3-20 and Figure 3-21. To evaluate the effectiveness of the
method, the TRE distribution without registration, with only rigid registration (stage), and with
deformable registration (all stages) are plotted. The results showed that only using three slices the
registration error in the prostate region was almost as good as when using volume-to-volume
registration. With the complete slice-to-volume registration the maximum TRE was in the range
of 0.6–0.9 mm (more TRE value ranges are shown in Table 3-6).
Table 3-6. Range of maximum TRE values in the whole prostate volume.

Method
Without registration
Rigid slice-to-volume registration
Deformable slice-to-volume registration
* 5% to 95% percentile

Max. TRE range *
2.1–5.6 mm
0.9–3.2 mm
0.6–0.9 mm
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Figure 3-20. Distribution of the mean TRE in the prostate region of the simulated images when using the
slice-to-volume registration algorithm, using three orthogonal intra-procedural slices. Voxel
positions with negligible (less than 0.1 mm) TRE are not included in the diagram.
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Figure 3-21. Distribution of the maximum TRE in the prostate region of the simulated images when using
the slice-to-volume registration algorithm, using three orthogonal intra-procedural slices.
Voxel positions with negligible (less than 0.1 mm) TRE are not included in the diagram.

The method was also tested on real clinical images of biopsy procedures performed with the
APT-MRI robot. Each data set contained a target planning volume and post-needle insertion
volumes (used for needle placement confirmation). The clinical images were acquired with
standard volumetric acquisition protocols, therefore the intra-procedural slice images were
obtained by extracting slices from the post-needle insertion volumes.
Qualitative evaluation was performed on 10 randomly selected patient images. The alignment
of the prostate was visually checked and the maximum misalignment was about 2-3 mm, the
average below 1 mm. Figure 3-22 shows a sample intra-procedural slice with the used ROI of the
sagittal and coronal slices (left) and the manually segmented contours of the prostate, rectum,
and pubic bone. The registration result for this image is shown in Figure 3-23. The third
(deformation) step improves the prostate alignment at the cost of some misalignment of the
rectum region. This is the correct behavior, as we need the best alignment in the prostate region,
where all the biopsy target points are located.

Figure 3-22. An example intra-procedural slice, with the used ROI (left), and with the prostate, rectum,
and pubic bone contours (right).
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Figure 3-23. Prostate, rectum, pubic bone contours overlaid on the target planning volume: without
registration (left), after the rigid stage of the slice-to-volume registration (middle), and at the
end of the slice-to-volume registration, including the deformation stage (right).

Quantitative evaluation was performed for 4 patient data sets, by manually segmenting the
prostate contour on the post-needle insertion volume and the registered target planning volume
and computing of the Hausdorff distance between them. The registrations were executed on a
2.4GHz dual-core PC and the computation times were recorded. The summary of the results is
shown in Table 3-7.
Table 3-7. Registration errors for clinical images. HD: Hausdorff distance.

Case

HD* without
registration
(mm)

HD* with
registration
(mm)

Rigid
registration
time (s)

Deformable
registration
time (s)

1

1.7

0.6

20

15

2

5.1

0.9

23

22

3

3.1

1.9

15

27

4

5.2

0.8

22

17

Mean

3.8

1.0

20

20

* 95% percentile
The final registration error for Case 3 was considerably higher than the others. This was
caused by a rotating-sliding motion of the prostate, induced by the needle insertion. This motion
pattern could not be fully compensated by the B-spline transformation.
The inserted needle appears as a dark cylindrical object in the images (Figure 3-24). The
needle artifact was not found to cause local registration errors in the images. This is most
probably due to the inherent regularization in the B-spline transform with the chosen grid size.
In case of a further analysis reveals that the needle artifact can cause registration inaccuracies, an
automatic algorithm can be developed to detect the dark needle voids in the images and exclude
them from the sparse image mask.
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Figure 3-24. Needle artifact on axial (left), sagittal (middle), and coronal (right) post-needle insertion
slices.

These results provided an insight into how the algorithm may behave in response to a typical
patient motion in a clinical scenario. The method effectively reduced the effect of prostate
motion and deformation, as demonstrated in both simulated and real clinical images to about 1–
2 mm, therefore the required accuracy is achieved. As long as the needle is placed within an error
less than 4 mm (corresponding to the radius of a clinically significant prostate tumor) the cancer
will not be missed. This gives 2–3 mm allowance for robot positioning, needle deflection, and
other errors. Without any excessive performance optimization, the average computation time
was about 40s, which is safely under the 1-minute time limit. Therefore the developed algorithm
fulfilled all the essential requirements for being used during robot-assisted MRI-guided
transrectal biopsy procedures.

3.5.3 Evaluation of a surface-based rigid registration method using prostate
deformation simulation
This section describes the results of the case study for using the simulation framework
(described in section 3.4.5.1) for evaluating the performance of a surface-based rigid prostate
registration method in compensating non-rigid prostate deformation. Speed, robustness, and
simplicity make rigid registration algorithms a favorable choice for interventional use. However,
during prostate needle biopsy procedures the target organ is often non-rigidly deformed.
The simulator provided detailed ground truth geometry information in surface mesh,
volumetric mesh, and segmented image format. A typical volumetric mesh and its deformation
field are shown in Figure 3-26. Detailed ground truth pre-procedural to intra-procedural
deformation information was also available for each node of the mesh and for each voxel of the
image. The deformation information reconstructed by the registration algorithm was stored in
the same format as the ground truth, making it easy to compare these two pieces of information.
A typical example is shown in Figure 3-27.
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Figure 3-25. Typical mesh deformation output of the simulator. The pre-procedural mesh is represented
as wireframe, the intra-procedural mesh is shown as a solid surface.

Figure 3-26. Visualization of the non-rigid ground truth deformation field (arrows) and a matching
deformation field computed by a rigid registration algorithm (cones) in response to a lateralanterior direction deforming force.

The simulation framework was used to get detailed information about how much target
registration error (TRE) can one expect in response to endorectal coil pressure on the prostate.
Specifically, what is the spatial distribution of the error, what is the registration error magnitude
in case of moderate (2–4 mm) and large (4–8 mm) patient motion, how the error is depending
on the direction of the deforming force. Clinically, TRE less than about 3 mm is permissible,
which is less than the clinically significant size of prostate cancer foci.
To get an answer for these questions, 3 simulation groups were defined: A. moderate
deformation in response to anterior direction force, B. moderate deformation in response to a
lateral-anterior direction force (45 degrees difference compared to group A), C. large dislocation
due to anterior direction force.
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100 simulation cases were executed for each group, by setting fixed force parameters while
randomly perturbing the prostate shape (by varying the weights by ±20%) and simulating a
random segmentation error (±1 mm at near two hard-to-segment areas: the prostate apex and
base). A max. TRE volume was composed from all the individual TRE volumes with voxel
values corresponding to the highest TRE magnitude at that position in all the volumes in that
group. This volume gives the spatial distribution of the maximum TRE. Spatial distribution of
the TRE for group A is shown in Figure 3-27. Maximum TRE magnitude histogram for each
group are shown in Figure 3-28.

Figure 3-27. Axial (left), sagittal (middle), and coronal (right) slices of the maximum TRE volume of
Group A. The sphere size equals to the maximum TRE value at the sphere center position.
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Figure 3-28. Maximum TRE distribution for the 3 studied groups.

Similarly to the max. TRE volume, a max. dislocation volume is composed that contains the
maximum dislocation magnitude found at each voxel position over all the simulation cases in the
group. A comparison of the maximum dislocation and TRE for each group is shown in Table
3-8.
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Table 3-8. Range of maximum dislocation and TRE values in the whole prostate volume.

Group
Force direction
A
Anterior
B
Lateral + Anterior
C
Anterior
* 5% to 95% percentile

Max. dislocation range *
1.9–6.9 mm
3.3–11.9 mm
2.5–7.2 mm

Max. TRE range *
0.6–1.5 mm
0.5–1.6 mm
0.6–1.9 mm

The average execution time of a complete simulation cycle was less than 3 minutes on a
regular desktop computer (Intel Core2 duo processor running at 2.40GHz). This enables running
a large number of simulation cases for parameter exploration and optimization with moderate
computing resources.
The above results show that rigid registration can effectively compensate the motion and
non-rigid deformation of the prostate, as dislocations up to 12 mm result in less than 2 mm TRE
and the TRE had a non-uniform spatial distribution. Near the prostate boundary the TRE
magnitude was several times bigger than in the central region. The direction of the deforming
force did not seem to affect the resulting TRE, although it almost doubled the dislocation. This
phenomenon can be explained by studying the deformation field (Figure 3-26). During lateralanterior pushing the prostate is more rotated than compressed/deformed, which does not lead
to large TRE because and rigid registration can effectively compensate rigid transformations. In
all, the simulator functioned as designed and provided useful answer in an important clinical
problem.

3.6 Conclusion
A novel automatic method was developed for prostate motion characterization during MRIguided robot-assisted transrectal prostate biopsy procedures. The method was successfully used
for analyzing prostate motion and deformation patterns on more than 80 biopsy cases.
The prostate motion characterization results were utilized in the development and
optimization of a new multi-slice-to-volume registration method that can be used to estimate and
compensate patient motion during MRI-guided biopsy procedures. Tests on simulated and real
data sets showed that the registration method fulfilled all the accuracy and computation time
requirements. Therefore, its integration into the clinical workflow of biopsy procedures is
expected.
A highly customizable simulator was developed to generate realistic test data with known
ground truth deformations. This simulator was used for validating both the volume-to-volume
and slice-to-volume registration method, and also applied to evaluate the applicability of a
surface-based rigid registration algorithm for compensating non-rigid motion. These applications
demonstrate the usefulness of this simulation framework, which can be further adapted and
extended to support other target anatomies and interventional procedures.
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4 System model for
minimally invasive
image-guided
interventions
4.1 Introduction
The devices used for minimally invasive image-guided procedures can be considered as a
special class of remotely controlled manipulators, or telerobots. The telerobots are controlled by
humans, but typically the operator’s high-level requests are translated to actual manipulator
motion by a computing system, which takes into account the capabilities of the manipulator,
predefined motion constraints, and sensor feedback. Motion constraints can be related to
keeping the skin entry point position unchanged or protecting sensitive regions inside the body
from interacting with the manipulator. The computing system also provides rich, integrated
display of all relevant information to the operator. This interaction of human and computer to
accomplish tasks corresponds to the model of human supervisory control, described by Sheridan
([Sheridan1992]).
In human supervisory control the human operator issues commands through user interface
controls (Figure 4-1). The controls can be standard keyboard, mouse, or specialized two or threedimensional positioning device, or the combination of them. The local computer (the humaninteractive computer, HIC) that the operator interacts with receives the request from the controls
and provides feedback about the feasibility and progress of the operation. The feedback is
typically provided through graphical displays, showing integrated graphical information
constructed using signals received from the telerobot, from the controls, and using a model of
the controlled process. The remote, task-interactive computer (TIC) receives the commands from
the HIC, translates the commands into executable actions, and performs them using the effector
(robotic manipulator). The local and remote systems are separated by a communication barrier
(caused by e.g., distance, limited bandwidth). To compensate the effect of the barrier both the
local and the remote system needs computational capabilities, which can react to sensor or
controller inputs immediately and supplement the information that is received through the
limited communication channel.
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Figure 4-1. Conventional model of the human supervisory control (adapted from [Sheridan1992]). D:
display. C: controls. HIC: human-interactive computer. TIC: task-interactive computer. S:
sensors. E: effector.

In current medical teleoperation systems the operator and the robotic manipulator are
typically located in the same room. Robot position and a live video feed are provided for the
operator through a high-speed communication channel. A local feedback loop is implemented in
the robot to allow decoupling the operator controls from the robot and to improve system
speed, robustness, and safety. The architecture allows remote operation (when the operator and
the robot are actually in different geographical locations) without fundamental changes to the
system. The operator often uses pre-procedural images for planning and the plan can be also
displayed as a roadmap during the procedure.
In the followings a very important class of minimally invasive image-guided intervention
systems will be studied: when the sensors provide information with highly different data
acquisition rate and latency. To differentiate between the different data streams in this chapter
the real-time (RT) and non-real-time (NRT) terms are used as follows. Data that is available
immediately, i.e., when more frequent of faster acquisition would not have an effect on the
functioning of the complete system, is considered to be real-time. Data that can be acquired,
transmitted, or processed with non-negligible delay or limited frequency is termed as non-realtime. Intervention systems that utilize this kind of mixture of real-time and non-real-time data
will be called as heterogeneous image-guided intervention systems.
Real-time data typically provided by position sensors embedded in or attached to devices or
the patient. Embedded position sensors are generally implemented using position encoders in
the joints of a positioning stage. Most commonly used external position sensors are implemented
by using optical trackers (such as Optotrak and Polaris trackers manufactured by Northern
Digital Inc., Waterloo, ON, Canada) or electromagnetic trackers (such as the trakSTAR by
Ascension, Burlington, VT, USA and Ascension by Northern Digital Inc., Waterloo, ON,
Canada). Certain imaging modalities may also provide real-time data, such as ultrasound, X-ray
fluoroscopy, optical imaging, and special two-dimensional acquisition modes of CT and MRI.
Typical non-real-time data are volumetric images from ultrasound, X-ray, CT, and MRI.
Acquisition times range from a few seconds to several minutes, depending mainly on the imaging
modality and the image size and resolution. Images that can be acquired real-time but needs long
time to transfer (due to software or hardware interface limitations) or process (to extract signal
that is required for the functioning of the system) also have to be considered as non-real-time
data.
Heterogeneous system of tightly integrated and loosely coupled, real-time and non-real-time
components is very typical in the clinical environment. In the remaining part of this section a
couple of heterogeneous intervention system are presented, developed for various procedures,
utilizing different imaging and position tracking modalities.
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DiMaio et al. ([DiMaio2007a]) developed a needle guidance robot for needle placement in an
open MRI. An overview of the system is shown in Figure 4-2. The operator plans and executes
the intervention using the Planning system. The positioning of the needle is implemented by
sending the requested position, velocity, and acceleration to the Robot system. The planning system
receives feedback in the form of imaging and position information from the joint encoders of
the Robot system and from the MRT system (a magnetic resonance imaging system optimized for
therapy guidance). The system follows the human supervisory control model: the planning
system corresponds to the human-interactive computer; the Robot system implements the taskinteractive computer, sensors, and the effector. The MRT system implements some more
sensors. This is a heterogeneous image-guided intervention system, with real-time signals of
robot manipulator position, speed, acceleration, and optical tracker position; and non-real-time
signal of MRI images (image slices are acquired in every 3–6 seconds).

Figure 4-2. Overview of the MRI-guided needle insertion system developed by DiMaio et al. (Source:
[DiMaio2007a])

This is a very common architecture for MRI-guided robotic needle insertion systems. Systems
developed at Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD, USA and Brigham and Women’s
Hospital, Boston, MA, USA have all almost the same architecture ([Fischer2008], [Tokuda2010]).
The MrBot pneumatic robot ([Patriciu2007], [Stoianovici2007]), Innomotion’s MRI and CT
compatible robot ([Melzer2008]), the prostate robots developed at the University Medical
Center, Utrecht, The Netherlands ([Bosch2010]) and Goethe University, Frankfurt/Main,
Germany ([Zangos2005]), and the neurosurgery robot of University of Toronto, ON, Canada
([Raoufi2007]) are all very similar – with the main difference being that the imaging equipment is
less tightly integrated with the system: the imaging plane position and orientation are preset at
the beginning of the procedure and the transmission of the images is implemented by standard
but lower throughput DICOM (digital imaging and communication in medicine) protocol.
The initial results achieved by these robotic systems are quite promising, but they have a
common limitation: the procedure plan is created before starting the intervention, during the
procedure there are always deviations from the plan, information is collected about these
deviations, but then there is no standard way of compensating the effect of these deviations,
which results in suboptimal procedure outcome. Deviations from the plan are inevitable, due to
limited accuracy of the devices, patient motion, operator error, etc. However, most of the time
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there is a theoretical possibility for reducing or eliminating the negative impact on the procedure
outcome, by dynamically updating the plan during the procedure. In the robotic systems
discussed above there was no attention paid to implement dynamic, adaptive updating of the
plan, and was just let to the performing clinician to make some ad-hoc manual adjustments.
More recently, as basic problems of image-guided intervention systems are getting resolved,
adaptive planning during intervention starts to get more attention ([Cunha2010], [Ghilezan2010],
[Jain2008], [Noel2010], [Li2010], and [Boggula2009]). However, in these systems are adaptive
planning is implemented by specific methods that allow recreation of the plan quickly, instead of
being able to model and compensate spatiotemporal changes during the procedure. Another
limitation is that even though individual algorithmic components are available, there are no
suitable frameworks for integrating these components into complete functioning systems
([Xing2007]).

4.2 Research goals
The goal of the research work described in this chapter was to propose a model for
heterogeneous image-guided intervention systems by extending the human supervisory control
model to handle real-time and non-real-time signals.
Having a common system model allows the development of standard, optimized solutions for
the most frequent and/or most difficult challenges in building a complete system. Problem
analysis, design, and implementation have to be performed only once, and the results can be
applied to many systems.
A very common and complex problem (required for all adaptive planning methods) is how to
store, process, and visualize multi-version spatiotemporal data. Examples for multi-version
spatiotemporal data includes the interventional plan (the plan is created for an organ that
changes its shape and location in time, and multiple versions of the plan might be created during
a procedure) and position information of a moving anatomical part or tool (multiple versions
provided by different sensors). One of the objectives was to propose a generic solution to this
problem.

4.3 Related work
This section gives an overview of structural models for representing data that are acquired
during a minimally invasive image-guided intervention. The data set typically composed of
volumetric images, image slices, positions (target point positions, tool positions, etc.), and
meshes (representing segmented organs, tools, etc.), all are defined in 3D and dynamically
changing in time.
Most of the modeling and visualization toolkits and software (such as OpenSceneGraph
[Kuehne2007], ParaView [Henderson2007], VRML [VRML1997], X3D [X3D2008] and
specifically medical 3D Slicer/MRML [Pieper2004], MedX3D [Polys2010], SOFA [Allard2007],
IGSTK [Cleary2009], ITK SpatialObject [Ibanez2005],) use a hierarchical structure, a scene graph,
reduce the complexity and improve the performance of working with large models. The scene
graph usually has a tree or a directed acyclic graph structure. A node (that represents a spatial
object, such as an image, point, mesh, etc.) has one parent and may have multiple child nodes.
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An operation that is applied to the parent node (such as a spatial transformation or other
property changes) is applied to its child nodes as well. This allows grouping and spatially linking
of model objects. Basic scene graphs conveniently represent information at a specific time
instance, but they do not support storage of dynamically changing, spatiotemporal information.
A straightforward extension of scene graphs to represent spatial information that change in
time to allow each dynamically changing object to store information corresponding to all
available time steps. This method is applicable when the full spatiotemporal information is
available (pre-computed, pre-recorded). By changing one global time variable the user can explore
the temporal evolution of the pre-computed spatiotemporal data set. This approach is
implemented in the ParaView visualization software, by extending data objects (and the data
processing pipeline) with the ability to provide information for a specified moment in time
([Biddiscombe2007]).
In many applications the spatiotemporal data is not pre-computed, but it is a result of
interactive simulation. The actual state of the modeled objects evolves in time depending on user
inputs or other external signals. Basic interactions and animations can be described by adding
generic virtual sensor and timer elements to the model (such as in VRML, X3D). More complex
interactions, physical simulations are typically implemented by specialized software. Most typical
examples for these more complex systems in the medical domain are the numerous surgical
simulators developed for modeling various procedures (such as [John2008], [Allard2007],
[Cavusoglu2004], and [Montgomery2002]). In these interactive systems there is one global time that
is the current time, so generally there is no need and no support for navigating in a temporal
dimension. The simulation sessions may be recorded. The recording result is a complete
spatiotemporal data set that can be reviewed, replayed by as it is described in the previous
paragraph. Behaviorism is a recently proposed framework for dynamic data visualization
([Forbes2010]). The framework uses a scene graph to describe spatial relationships between
objects, a data graph that serves as a data repository storing the detailed geometry and other
properties of the objects, and a timing graph to describe the behavior of the model. By
representing the dynamics of the model in a separate graph it is possible to describe complex
temporal relationships between data elements in relatively simple manner.
All the above described models assume that all the spatial object positions, shapes, and other
properties are exactly known, which is valid in case of pre-recorded data and simulations.
However, real data sources are imperfect, some parameters cannot be measured, while others
can be measured multiple ways, thus, providing insufficient, redundant, or even contradicting
results. There are some proposed extensions to the scene graph model to manage uncertainties
in the position and orientation information ([MacIntyre2002], [Coelho2004], [Julier2006]), which
address these problems by propagating the effect of uncertainties of single transforms to the
whole scene, fusing redundant measurement results, automatically choosing the more reliable
data source for presentation, or dynamically changing the visual appearance of object depending
on the reliability of the represented data. However, the methods are directly applicable only to
problems that do not require usage of information from different time points (as the methods do
not address the problem of managing spatiotemporal information, but work only in one single
time point) and require the existence of fully automatic methods for all the estimations and visual
representation adjustments.
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The reviewed methods do not provide a solution for representing dynamically changing,
unreliable, and redundant (or incomplete) spatial information that are typically acquired during
minimally invasive image-guided interventions.

4.4 Methods
4.4.1 Heterogeneous human supervisory control model
The conventional model of human supervisory control gives an inaccurate representation for
image-guided intervention systems, which are almost always heterogeneous in the sense that they
utilize both real-time signals (acquired and interpreted quickly) and non-real-time signals (with
significant data acquisition and/or processing time). Definition of a more detailed, accurate
model is important because it makes possible to analyze common requirements, develop
solutions, specify interfaces, etc. for many similar systems at once, then apply them when
designing the concrete systems.
The basic supervisory control model was extended to yield an accurate representation of
heterogeneous image-guided intervention systems. In the followings, this extended model will be
referred to as heterogeneous human supervisory control (HHSC) model. An additional set of non-realtime sensors were added to the model, which are not capable of providing continuous real-time
information (or when the available communication interface limits the transmission of the data).
The real-time and non-real-time signals may convey complementary, redundant, or contradictory
information, thus, they have to be consolidated before being used for controlling the effector.
This consolidation is a complex data fusion task, often requiring inputs from the human
operator. Therefore, this task was allocated to the human-interactive computer.

TIC

RT sensors

Data
fusion

Barrier

NRT sensors

Workspace

Effector

Controls

Operator

Display
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Figure 4-3. Heterogeneous human supervisory control (HHSC) model: an extension of the human
supervisory control model for heterogeneous minimally invasive image-guided intervention
systems.
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The most important high-level user requirements specific to the HHSC model for imageguided intervention systems are the followings:
A. Utilize real-time and non-real-time signals: allow utilization of all acquired real-time
and non-real-time signals (e.g., real-time position measurements and less frequently
acquired images)
B. Allow display of redundant, uncertain, contradictory information (e.g., planned,
expected result vs. actual result)
C. Allow storage and replay of the complete procedure as it was performed (without any
loss of information)
The relationship between these high-level requirements and lower-level requirements that can
actually ensure that the high-level requirements can be fulfilled are shown in Figure 4-4. The
lower-level requirements are the followings:
1. Estimate temporal changes automatically: provide automatic methods for the
estimation of temporal changes, by utilizing relationships between the acquired data
sets
2. Consolidate signals automatically: provide automatic methods for resolving
contradictions and uncertainties in the acquired data
3. Override automatic processing results manually: allow the operator to manually
override the output of the automatic methods
4. Review temporal changes: Allow the operator to see and compare the state of the
same spatial object valid for different time points
5. Review spatial differences: Allow the operator to see and compare several spatial
objects (that might be acquired at various times) at a specified time point
6. Represent all spatiotemporal data: store all the acquired spatiotemporal data, without
any information loss.

A. Utilize RT and
NRT signals

1. Estimate temporal
changes automatically

«uses»
«uses»

B. Utilize redundant,
uncertain, contradicting
signals
operator

«uses»

«uses»

2. Consolidate
signals automatically

«uses»

C. Allow review of
the complete procedure
«uses»
6. Represent all
spatiotemporal data

3. Override automatic
processing results
manually
«uses»
«uses»
4. Review temporal
changes

5. Review spatial
differences

Figure 4-4. Overview of requirements for specific to the heterogeneous human supervisory control model
for image-guided intervention systems.
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Many automatic methods exist for estimating temporal changes (for requirement 1) of data
sets. In image-guided interventions this is most typically performed using image registration:
motion happening between two time points is estimated by registering two images of the same
region, taken at the two different time points. The recovered motion field is then applied to all
other spatial objects in the same region. The registration methods described in chapter 3 can be
used for these estimations for MRI-guided prostate interventions.
There are existing methods for consolidating multiple, contradicting, and/or uncertain signals
corresponding to one time point (see section 4.3). Requirement 5 already ensures that the signals
are available at the same time point, so requirement 2 can be fulfilled by using these existing
methods.
It is straightforward to implement the possibility for manual overriding of automatic
processing results (requirement 3), if the operator has all the necessary information to make the
correct decisions. The operator can obtain the necessary information by visualizing and
comparing data along various spatial and temporal dimensions, as prescribed by requirement 4
and 5.
Implementation of requirement 4, 5, and 6 is complex and although prior work related to
representing and navigating in spatiotemporal information exists (see section 4.3), none of the
described methods are directly applicable to fulfill these requirements. The new data
representation scheme that was developed for answering these needs is described in the next
section.

4.4.2 Data representation scheme for temporally changing multi-version data
Fusion of large amount of temporally changing data, acquired by multiple sensors, requires
data representation that allows efficient storage, addition, modification of data and enables
retrieval of information corresponding to any location in space and time.
A simple scene graph, which contains spatial objects and transform nodes, can represent
spatiotemporal data valid at a single time point (Figure 4-5 left). By extending the nodes to
contain temporal sequences of items (each item corresponding to a single time point) the scene
graph can store spatiotemporal data (Figure 4-5 right). The current time point is selected by a
global valid time variable. This extension of the basic scene graph is straightforward, but it does
not allow exploration of the data along any temporal or spatial dimension without modifying the
contents of the scene graph, as illustrated by the following example. If n images were acquired
from the same region at n different time points, then the operator may want to review this
spatiotemporal data in two different ways: 1. Compare grayscale changes in the image, with
motion compensation. In this case a different transform shall be applied for each image (which
transforms each image so that at a given time point the same structures always appear in the
same positions). 2. To review the motion of structures in the images the same transform shall be
applied to all images. Therefore, there is no single scene graph that can be used to fulfill these
two simple visualization needs.
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Figure 4-5. A basic scene graph can represent data valid at a single time point (left). Scene graph with one
global valid time variable can represent spatiotemporal data (right).

To allow complete representation and free exploration of spatiotemporal data, a new scene
graph node was introduced (Figure 4-6). This new node had a matrix structure (3 spatial + 2 time
dimensions) in contrast to a simple temporal sequence structure (3 spatial + 1 time dimension).
The matrix has two time indices: valid time (column index) and original time (row index). When
new version of a spatial object is acquired (e.g., a new image is acquired, or a modification is
performed in the geometry of a model), then this new spatial object is placed into a new row of
the matrix. One row of the matrix describes how that particular version of the spatial object
evolves in time. One column of the matrix contains all the versions of the spatial object in the
position that is valid at the corresponding valid time index.
If a sensor can provide continuous real-time signal then each matrix element stores a
continuous stream of data, which is valid between two time points (Figure 4-7). Therefore, there
is no need for a new matrix element to store each new data point of the signal. New rows are
created when a property of the sensor is changed (e.g., a sensor is recalibrated, reset, or
registered to another signal).
By creating a new row for each modification of the spatial object, all the states of the object
are maintained in the model: no data is discarded or overwritten. This guarantees the fulfillment
of the full data representation requirement (section 4.4.1, requirement 6).
In general, there is no need to store each element of the matrix, only one element from each
line (the new version that was created), and the transforms that can generate all the other
elements in that row. If the different object versions describe the same real-world object as it
evolves in time, then the same transforms shall be applied to transform between elements in
different columns, regardless to which row the element is located in. In general, the transforms
can be shared between different spatial objects, if they are all representations of the same real88
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world object. This allows very compact storage of the data structure (e.g., for archiving). During
run-time it may be advantageous to keep all individual transformed matrix elements in the
memory, if the transformation is computationally very expensive (e.g., when working with
deformable transformations).
valid time
t1

t2

t3

tm

Image 1

original time

Image 2

Image 3

Image n

Figure 4-6. Matrix structure for storing temporally changing spatial data. The data stored at (r, c)
position in the matrix corresponds to the valid state at time c of the data acquired at time r.

The matrix structure allows navigation in the spatiotemporal data set along various
dimensions (Figure 4-8). By showing the scene at a specific valid time while modifying original time
the temporal changes of the spatial objects are visualized (fulfilling requirement 4, section 4.4.1).
This can be used to show gray level changes in an image with motion compensation, or review
changes of the intervention plan during the procedure overlaid on the original planning image.
Similarly, spatial changes of an object can be reviewed by fixing original time and varying valid time
(thereby fulfilling requirement 5, section 4.4.1). Object versions can be reviewed in their original
state by modifying both time components synchronously (so that original time = valid time).
In conclusion, the data representation scheme described in this section fulfills all the
requirements described in section 4.4.1, therefore it is suitable for implementing the HHSC
model for minimally invasive image-guided intervention systems.
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original time
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Figure 4-7. Matrix structure for continuous real-time data. The data stored at (r, c) position in the matrix
corresponds to the valid state from time tc to tc+1 of the data acquired from time tr to tr+1.
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Figure 4-8. The matrix structure allows review of the data along different spatial and temporal
dimensions.
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4.5 Results
4.5.1 Application of the HHSC model for robot-assisted MRI-guided prostate
biopsy
The described model was used for implementing planning and control software for a robotassisted MRI-guided transrectal prostate biopsy system. The biopsy robot is an improved version
of the APT-MRI-1 robot developed by Krieger et al. ([Krieger2005]). The new version is
equipped with electro-optical joint encoders on the needle guide, which enables real-time
tracking of the expected needle position ([Krieger2011]), and is prepared for supporting fully
automated needle insertion using actuated joints.
The HHSC model gives an accurate representation of the system (Figure 4-9). The MRI
scanner provides non-real-time images for planning and verifying that the needle reached the
targeted location. The joint encoders give real-time information about the needle guide position
(the end-effector of the robotic manipulator that directs the needle towards the target position).
The robot controller can implement a closed loop for controlling the needle guide position. The
planning and control software runs on a separate computer (navigation workstation) and
communicates with the MRI scanner and robot controller using Ethernet network. The
navigation workstation consolidates all information received from the MRI scanner, robot, and
the operator to estimate the actual patient, target, and robot positions and displays it to the
operator. The operator creates the intervention plan, executes it, and if necessary updates the
plan during the procedure.
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Figure 4-9. HHSC model of the robot-assisted MRI-guided transrectal prostate biopsy system.

All the information acquired during the procedures can be represented by temporally changing
spatial objects. The spatial objects are either images (2D or 3D grayscale pixel or voxel arrays) or
models (point sets or meshes). The following spatial objects were used in the model:
1. Pre-procedural diagnostic volume (image): Image taken before the biopsy procedure,
used for preliminary diagnosis and biopsy planning. Multiple images might be taken, with
complex, lengthy imaging protocols. The image is generally acquired several days before
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the biopsy procedure, therefore the image contents is shifted, rotated, and deformed
compared to the intra-procedural images.
2. Target planning volume (image): High-quality image acquired at the beginning of the
biopsy procedure. This detailed image is used for creating the biopsy plan (with some
additional information retrieved from the pre-procedural diagnostic volume).
3. Planned target positions (model): set of biopsy target points in the prostate.
4. Post-needle insertion volume (image): Confirmation images acquired after the biopsy
needle is inserted to the target location, but before the biopsy sample is retrieved.
5. Completed target positions (model): set of actually completed biopsy positions in the
prostate.
6. Calibration volume (image): Special image for the localization of markers attached to the
robot, to determine the robot’s position.
7. Robot manipulator (model): Surface mesh to visualize the endorectal probe in the
rectum.
8. Expected needle (model): Surface mesh to visualize the expected needle position. The
mesh point positions are computed from the information provided by the joint encoders.
9. Actual needle (model): Surface mesh to visualize the actual needle position. The position
is retrieved from the post-needle insertion volume.
As item 1–5 all refer to the same real-world object (the prostate and surrounding structures) a
single transform (T1) can represent the transform for all these spatial objects. T1 transform is
computed by registration of image volumes. Item 6–9 refer to two objects: the robot
manipulator and the needle, therefore their position changes can be represented by two
transformations (T2 and T3). T2 transform is computed by the image-based calibration algorithm
(described in [Krieger2011]). T3 transform is constructed from the values provided by the joint
encoders. The scene graph describing the relationships of the transforms and the objects are
shown in Figure 4-10.
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Figure 4-10. Spatial objects for storing all information acquired by the robot-assisted MRI-guided
prostate biopsy system.
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Figure 4-11. Multiple versions and temporal changes of spatial objects are stored in matrices. These
matrices represent all data acquired during the biopsy procedure. Thick arrows show object
pairs that are registered to determine T1 transforms. Thin arrows show which other spatial
objects (arrow start) are used to generate a new version of an object (arrow end).
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Contents of matrices that represent all the data acquired during a typical biopsy procedure are
shown in Figure 4-11. A pre-procedural diagnostic volume is acquired and the first version of the
procedure plan (planned target positions) is created at t1. At t2 the target planning volume is
acquired. The pre-procedural diagnostic volume and the target planning volume are images taken
of the same region, at different time points, therefore by registering them the T1 transform
between t1 and t2 time points are determined. A new version of the planned target positions is
created at t2 using the previous version of the plan and the contents of the target planning
volume. At t3 a calibration volume is acquired. Using this calibration image the robot
manipulator position is determined, and knowing this position the expected needle position can
be continuously computed from the output of the joint encoders. Then for each target the
needle is inserted, a post-needle insertion volume image is taken, and the actual needle position is
determined from the image. If the needle position is acceptable, then the biopsy is performed
and the set of completed target positions is updated. If the biopsy was not taken from exactly the
planned location, then a new version of the plan can be created that compensates the effects of
the deviation from the plan. If the mismatch between the expected and actual needle position is
too high, then a new calibration can be performed (see t6 in Figure 4-11), which results in a new
position of the manipulator model, and expected needle positions are computed relative to this
new manipulator position.
The planning and control software was implemented as an extension module for the 3D
Slicer ([Pieper2004]) medical image analysis and visualization application framework. A sample of
the user interface of the application is shown in Figure 4-12. The left side contains the user
interface of the biopsy software module. The four windows on the right side show a 3D view
(top-right corner) and 3 different cross-sections of the scene. The manipulator and the needle is
shown in blue and green and blue surface model (the actual position is shown in blue; the
reachable region of the needle is shown in green). The current target position is shown as red
sphere. The planned target positions are represented by yellow spheres.
The software is already in clinical use: biopsies on real patients are performed at U.S. National
Cancer Institute (Bethesda, MD, USA), Johns Hopkins Hospital (Baltimore, MD, USA), and
Harvard’s Brigham and Women’s Hospital (Boston, MA, USA).

Figure 4-12. Screenshot of the planning and control software used for MRI-guided transrectal biopsy.
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4.5.2 Application of the HHSC model for other procedures
The HHSC model can be applied to a wide range of image-guided intervention systems, using
various imaging modalities, robotic devices, and target anatomies. Two examples are presented in
this section.
4.5.2.1 Application of the HHSC model for ultrasound-guided focal brachytherapy
of the prostate
Brachytherapy is often used for prostate cancer treatment. During a brachytherapy procedure
radioactive seeds are inserted into the tumor through needles to kill the cancerous cells.
Ultrasound is commonly used for guiding the needles, due to its high image acquisition speed,
low cost, and simplicity. However, most cancers are not visible on ultrasound images, therefore
focal therapy (that keeps healthy tissues intact and damages only the diseased regions) requires
fusion with MRI images. Several prototypes have been developed (such as [Hu2009], [Xu2007],
and [Verhey2005]) to demonstrate feasibility of the fusion of prostate ultrasound and MRI
images for this purpose. However, building complete systems, that fully supports fusion between
the pre-procedural MRI image and the several ultrasound image volumes acquired during the
procedure, then allows dynamic update of the treatment plan is a very challenging task.
The HHSC accurately describes the model of these ultrasound-guided brachytherapy systems
(Figure 4-13). The needle guide is mounted on a stabilizer with embedded real-time position
tracking, and the needle insertion is performed manually or using a robotic device. Ultrasound
imaging devices can provide images in real-time, however it is used as a non-real-time data
source, because data acquisition and processing (volumetric acquisition, fusion with previously
acquired images) cannot be performed in real-time.
By applying the HHSC model and the implementation workload for a complete ultrasoundguided brachytherapy system can be greatly reduced (e.g., by using the described data
representation scheme for managing the continuously changing treatment plan and the several
intra-procedurally acquired ultrasound volumes of the moving target organ).
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Figure 4-13. HHSC model of the ultrasound-guided prostate brachytherapy system.
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4.5.2.2 Application of the HHSC model for X-ray-guided intracardiac robotic
catheter ablation
Atrial fibrillation is a common heart rhythm abnormality, causing increased risk of stroke and
heart failure. A common treatment method of this disease is catheter ablation. During the
ablation procedure a catheter is guided into the heart through the patient’s blood vessels to
destroy or isolate the abnormal heart tissue. This is a typically a very long and complex procedure
with significant amount of X-ray imaging.
Robotic systems have been proposed to make these procedures more efficient, safer, and
easier to perform ([Saliba2008]). The robotic systems use real-time position tracking of the
remotely steerable catheter to allow the clinician to drive it into the desired location. X-ray
imaging is used occasionally during the procedure to register the robotic system to images of the
patient’s anatomy and the intervention plan. Continuous X-ray imaging throughout the
procedure is not permissible (it would result in an excessive dose of ionizing radiation), and
processing of the X-ray image often requires manual assistance (such as in GE Healthcare’s
Innova EPVision system the registration of the pre-procedural patient CT to the X-ray image is a
manual procedure, Figure 4-15, [Sra2005]), therefore the X-ray imaging system can only be used
as a non-real-time data source. The navigation workstation receives, processes, and fuses the Xray images with other acquired data.
Therefore, the X-ray-guided intracardiac robotic catheter ablation system also well described
by the HHSC model (Figure 4-14).
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Figure 4-14. HHSC model of the X-ray-guided intracardiac catheter ablation system.
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Figure 4-15. Registration of the pre-procedural CT and intra-procedural X-ray image is a manual
procedure in GE Healthcare’s Innova EPVision system. (Source:
http://www.gehealthcare.com/aw/applications/innova-epvision/, retrieved February 2011)

4.6 Conclusion
The basic human supervisory control model was extended to more accurately describe an
important class of image-guided minimally invasive intervention systems. This new model, the
heterogeneous human supervisory control model, is applicable to intervention systems that use
real-time and non-real-time data.
An information representation scheme was developed to manage temporally changing multiversion data, which is a common requirement of intervention systems that use adaptive planning.
The concept was utilized in implementing a planning and control software for robot-assisted
MRI-guided transrectal prostate biopsy, which is successfully used on patients at multiple leading
clinical institutions. The applicability of the model was illustrated on intervention systems using
various imaging modalities and target organs.
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5 Conclusion
This chapter summarizes the main contributions of the thesis and lists the most important
results and related publications.

5.1 Vessel enhancement by temporal statistical
learning
5.1.1 Contributions
The complexity and generality of the temporal evolution of gray levels, makes it hard to
capture it by a hand-crafted model, but it can be learnt automatically from examples.
I developed a new method, SVM temporal filtering (STF) for enhancing vessel
visibility in X-ray angiography sequences using statistical learning methods.
The proposed method relies on Support Vector Machines (SVM), which have been successfully
applied to a wide range of classification and regression problems thanks to their good
generalization performance, efficiency and robustness [Vapnik1998]. SVM is used first to learn
the IDC at vessel pixels from training sequences, then to classify pixels as vessel or not vessel in
the same sequence, or in other sequences that were acquired with the same examination
protocol. I showed that the distance of a sample from the hyperplane that optimally separates
sample vectors is equivalent to the output of an optimal matched filter for the XA image, in the
sense that the contrast-to-noise ratio is maximized. Therefore, a SVM with a simple linear kernel
is applicable to distinguish vessel and non-vessel pixels from the temporal evolution of their gray
levels, and the signed distance from the optimal separating hyperplane is a meaningful metric for
“vesselness”.
The dynamics of the propagation of the contrast agent in the blood flow can differ
significantly, depending on, among others, distance from the location where the contrast media
is injected, anatomy of the vessel, blood velocity, etc. It is noticeable that most such factors
change smoothly in space. This suggests introducing a spatial localization constraint, whereby only
spatially close training pixels play a role in the classification of a sample. This leads to a visibility
improvement, as the classification is not disturbed by distant, potentially different gray level
dynamics. The locality constraint can be naturally built into the SVM framework by constructing
an appropriate non-linear kernel.
I created a new kernel function to incorporate a locality constraint into the SVM
framework, which improves vessel visibility simultaneously in both low-contrast and
high-contrast image regions.
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5.1.2 Results
The vessel visibility enhancement method was extensively tested on synthetic data and also on
various clinical image sequences from different parts of the body, containing different types of
motion and blood-flow dynamics.
The performance of the proposed STF method was compared to 5 different vessel
enhancement methods evaluated in [Kump2001]. The results were compared by computing the
contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR), which characterizes the vessel visibility (higher value means better
visibility). STF and AMF were the two most effective methods for image stacking, and STF
performed slightly better than AMF (2 to 12% higher CNR) throughout the vessels in the test
sequences.
The AMF method is sensitive to the presence of structured noise, like motion artifacts. STF
suppresses most of the artifacts because it enhances only those gray level changes that
spatiotemporally correlate with gray level change caused by the contrast agent. Tests showed that
the presence of structured noise did not significantly reduce the CNR of STF-enhanced vessels,
while CNR dropped by about 25% when the AMF method was used.
The STF method was evaluated on multiple clinical images. While processing with the
commonly used subtraction method resulted lots of motion artifacts and low vessel contrast, the
STF method efficiently suppressed the moving background and clearly visualized the blood
vessel.

5.1.3 Related publications
•
•

•

[Lasso2005]: Journal paper describing the STF method and its application for XA image
sequences.
Other papers using SVM for medical image segmentation:
o [Jeunehomme2004]: Conference paper, describes application of SVM temporal
filtering with a simple linear kernel for contrast-enhanced mammography
sequences.
o [Imani2011]: Journal paper describing a method that uses SVM for determining
ablated tissue regions using ultrasound RF time series images.
Other papers on XA image processing:
o [Ungi2009a], [Ungi2009b], [Ungi2009c]: Two journal papers and a conference
abstract describing a quantitative blush assessment method including a vessel
segmentation step. STF could have been used on these images for vessel
segmentation, but it was not necessary, as acceptable results were achieved with a
simpler method.
o [Lasso2008a]: Patent describing several concepts for automated blood flow
assessment using XA images.
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5.2 Motion characterization and compensation
for MRI-guided transrectal prostate biopsy
5.2.1 Contributions
I developed a three-stage deformable image registration method for quantitative
characterization of prostate motion during robot-assisted MRI-guided transrectal biopsy
procedures.
The registration method is composed of a preprocessing step and three registration stages. In
the registration stage the target planning volume was aligned to a region of interest (ROI) in
post-insertion volume by a rigid transformation. This stage compensated for prostate motion in
coherence with the device and patient. To correct for residual decoupled prostate motion, the
resulting image was registered again in the second stage with the original fixed image using only
the prostate as the region of interest. The third stage of the registration used a non-rigid
transform, defined by equally spaced control points in the prostate volume. The deformation at
any point was computed by interpolating between the dislocation vectors defined at the control
points using a B-spline kernel.
The proposed method, in addition to using some well-established registration schemes and
algorithms, contained the following new main concepts or solutions:
Determine registration ROI: The ROI had to be large enough to allow a robust, unambiguous
alignment of the targeting and post-needle insertion volumes. At the same time it was beneficial
to limit the ROI as much as possible to the target (prostate) region, as this way the
misalignments that were far from the target region didn’t interfere with the optimal alignment.
The solution was to use a ROI that contained the rectum, prostate and pubic bone in the first
stage. The ROI was reduced in subsequent steps to include only the prostate and its immediate
surroundings. This resulted in robust approximate alignment in the first stage and accurate
refinement in stages 2 and 3.
Define appropriate similarity metric: Due to the imaging protocol differences between the
target planning and post-needle insertion volumes, the same structures appear with different gray
levels in the two images. The Mattes Mutual Information metric (MMI, [Mattes2001]) was
chosen for evaluating the image alignment, because this metric does not have the assumption of
having the same gray levels for the same structures, and was used successfully in similar medical
image registration problems. However, it was observed that in some cases during stage 2
registration the prostate and surrounding structures did not have enough contrast in the postneedle insertion image to reliably identify dislocation along the inferior-superior (IS) axis. To
alleviate this problem the initial translation determined in the first stage was assumed to be
approximately correct along the prostate’s IS axis and the deviation from this translation in the
second stage was penalized with a quadratic term weighed with a scalar value.
Specify deformable transform model: The transform was defined by equally spaced control
points in the prostate volume and B-spline interpolation was used to compute deformation in all
the image positions. The grid resolution was determined experimentally: the resolution had to be
fine enough to model various deformations of the prostate, but low enough to prevent local
intensity changes (caused by needle insertion or other artifacts) appear as prostate deformations.
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Volume-to-volume registration methods cannot be applied to determine prostate motion
during an interventional procedure, as acquisitions time for volumetric images is prohibitively
long. However, it is feasible to acquire a few image slices during various time of a procedure, as
such an acquisition takes only a few seconds to complete. A method that can recover the
prostate motion from only a few image slices may fit into the interventional workflow and be
utilized during interventions.
I created a new method for improving targeting accuracy during robot-assisted MRIguided prostate biopsy procedures by motion compensation. The method uses two-stage
multi-slice-to-volume registration to align intra-procedural slice images to the target
planning volume to recover prostate motion.
The registration method is composed of a preprocessing step and two registration stages. A
rigid registration was first performed to obtain an initial pose of the target planning volume,
which was then non-rigidly registered to the fixed sparse volume. A sparse image was
constructed from the available image slices, which allowed the use of methods that were
originally developed for volume-to-volume registration. Similarity metric, deformation model,
and optimizer algorithms were adopted from the volumetric registration method.
Unique features of this slice-to-volume registration method are that it is based on prostate
motion characterization results, it utilizes multiple image slices, and it supports non-rigid
transform.

5.2.2 Results
Qualitative and quantitative validation of the volume-to-volume registration method indicated
a maximum registration error of about 2 mm. Motion characterization was successfully
performed on clinical images of more than 80 biopsies.
The intra-procedural prostate motion compensation method was tested on simulated and
clinical images using three orthogonal intra-procedural slices. Simulation results showed that the
slice-to-volume registration reduced the initial (without registration) error of 2.1–5.6 mm to as
low as 0.6–0.9 mm. Testing on clinical images resulted in a mean registration error of 1mm. The
method achieved both the required accuracy (<3 mm error was required; about 1–2 mm was
achieved) and computation time limit (<60 seconds was required; about 40s was achieved).
Therefore the developed algorithm fulfilled all the essential requirements for being used during
robot-assisted MRI-guided transrectal biopsy procedures.

5.2.3 Related publications
• Prostate motion characterization (Andras Lasso’s main contributions were the development
and validation of the registration method; Helen Xu’s main contribution was the application
of the registration method for retrieving and analyzing the prostate, needle, and patient
motion)
o [Xu2010b], [Xu2010c], [Xu2010d]: Conference paper and two abstracts on prostate
characterization (2-stage registration, rigid only)
o [Xu2010a]: Journal paper on prostate characterization (3-stage registration, deformable)
o [Lasso2010b]: Conference paper describing the FEA-based registration validation
framework.
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• Prostate motion compensation using multi-slice-to-volume registration (Hadi Tadayyon
developed initial versions of the motion compensation method with help from Andras Lasso,
Andras Lasso’s main contributions were 1) the complete rework of the method to make it
much simpler and much more efficient, 2) validation of the method):
o [Tadayyon2010a]: Conference paper on an early version of the prostate motion
compensation method (uses 1-stage rigid registration only, tested on non-deformed
simulated and phantom images)
o [Tadayyon2011] (submitted), [Tadayyon2010b]: Journal and conference paper on an
improved version of the motion compensation method (uses 2-stage, rigid and nonrigid registration). The method described in the thesis is an optimized (simpler, much
faster) version of the method described in the papers.
o [Lasso2010b]: Conference paper describing the FEA-based registration validation
framework.
• Papers related to the MRI-guided prostate biopsy system where the motion compensation
method is applicable:
o [Lasso2009], [Lasso2011a], [Lasso2011c]: Conference papers focusing on the software
system architecture and implementation.
o [Tokuda2011b] (submitted), [Tokuda2011], [Tuncali2011]: Journal paper and two
conference abstracts, focusing on clinical application and results.

5.3 System model for minimally invasive
image-guided interventions
5.3.1 Contributions
The conventional model of human supervisory control gives an inaccurate representation for
image-guided intervention systems, which are almost always heterogeneous in the sense that they
utilize both real-time signals (acquired and interpreted quickly) and non-real-time signals (with
significant data acquisition and/or processing time). Definition of a more detailed, accurate
model is important because it makes possible to analyze common requirements, develop
solutions, specify interfaces, etc. for many similar systems at once, then apply them when
designing the concrete systems.
I extended the conventional human supervisory control model to create a
heterogeneous human supervisory control (HHSC) model to yield an accurate
representation of heterogeneous minimally invasive image-guided intervention systems.
Applying the HHSC model enables utilization of all real-time and non-real-time
information acquired during the image-guided procedure.
An additional set of non-real-time sensors were added to basic HSC model. Non-real-time
sensors are not capable of providing continuous real-time information (or when the available
communication interface limits the transmission of the data). The real-time and non-real-time
signals may convey complementary, redundant, or contradictory information, thus, they have to
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be consolidated before being used for controlling the effector. This consolidation is a complex
data fusion task, often requiring inputs from the human operator.
Fusion of large amount of temporally changing data, acquired by multiple sensors, requires
data representation that allows efficient storage, addition, modification of data and enables
retrieval of information from any location in space and time. A very common and complex
problem (required for all adaptive planning methods) is how to store, process, and visualize
multi-version spatiotemporal data. Examples for multi-version spatiotemporal data includes the
interventional plan (the plan is created for an organ that changes its shape and location in time,
and multiple versions of the plan might be created during a procedure) and position information
of a moving anatomical part or tool (multiple versions provided by different sensors).
I created a new data representation scheme that can be used to store multi-version
spatiotemporal data in a scene graph using matrix nodes. The scheme allows complete
representation and flexible exploration of all data acquired during an image-guided
interventional procedure along all spatial and temporal dimensions.
The matrix node has 3 spatial + 2 time dimensions. It has two time indices: valid time and
original time. When new version of a spatial object is acquired (e.g., a new image is acquired, or a
modification is performed in the geometry of a model), then this new spatial object is placed into
a new row of the matrix. One row of the matrix describes how that particular version of the
spatial object evolves in time. One column of the matrix contains all the versions of the spatial
object in the position that is valid at the corresponding valid time. All the states of the object are
maintained in the model: no data is discarded or overwritten. This guarantees that all information
acquired during the procedure is preserved.
The matrix structure allows navigation in the spatiotemporal data set along various
dimensions. By showing the scene at a specific valid time while modifying original time the temporal
changes of the spatial objects are visualized. This can be used to show gray level changes in an
image with motion compensation, or review changes of the intervention plan during the
procedure overlaid on the original planning image. Similarly, spatial changes of an object can be
reviewed by fixing original time and varying valid time. Object versions can be reviewed in their
original state by modifying both time components synchronously (so that original time = valid
time).

5.3.2 Results
The described model was used for implementing planning and control software for a robotassisted MRI-guided transrectal prostate biopsy system. The biopsy robot is equipped with
electro-optical joint encoders on the needle guide, which enables real-time tracking of the
expected needle position ([Krieger2011]), and is prepared for supporting fully automated needle
insertion using actuated joints. The planning and control software was implemented as an
extension module for the 3D Slicer ([Pieper2004]) medical image analysis and visualization
application framework. The software is already in clinical use in multiple leading institutions.
The applicability of the HHSC model was demonstrated in two other intervention systems
(ultrasound-guided focal brachytherapy of the prostate; X-ray-guided intracardiac robotic
catheter ablation), which illustrates that the HHSC model can describe a wide range of imageguided intervention systems, using various imaging modalities, robotic devices, and target
anatomies.
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5.3.3 Related publications
•
•
•

[Lasso2011b] (submitted), [Lasso2011c]: Journal paper and conference abstract
describing the HHSC model and the related new data representation scheme.
[Lasso2011a], [Lasso2009]: Conference papers focusing on architectural and system
modeling issues for MRI-guided robot-assisted prostate biopsy.
[Urbancsek2000]: Related journal paper describing a tele-microrobot system model,
developed for biotechnology research.
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6 Publications
Journal papers
1. [Lasso2005] Lassó, A. & Trucco, E. (2005), ‘Vessel enhancement in digital X-ray
angiographic sequences by temporal statistical learning’, Computerized medical imaging and
graphics 29(5), pp. 343–55.
2. [Ungi2009b] Ungi, T.; Ungi, I.; Jónás, Z.; Sasi, V.; Lassó, A.; Zimmermann, Z.; Forster,
T.; Palkó, A. & Nemes, A. (2009), ‘Myocardium selective densitometric perfusion
assessment after acute myocardial infarction’, Cardiovascular revascularization medicine:
including molecular interventions 10(1), pp. 49–54.
3. [Ungi2009a] Ungi, T.; Zimmermann, Z.; Balázs, E.; Lassó, A.; Ungi, I.; Forster, T.; Palkó,
A. & Nemes, A. (2009), ‘Vessel masking improves densitometric myocardial perfusion
assessment’, The International Journal of Cardiovascular Imaging (formerly Cardiac Imaging) 25(3),
pp. 229–36.
4. [Urbancsek2000] Urbancsek, T. & Lassó, A. (2000), ‘Applications of micromanipulators
in biotechnology research’, Híradástechnika LV(11), pp. 36–43.
5. [Yeo2011] Yeo, C.; Ungi, T.; Paweena, U.-T.; Lasso, A.; McGraw, R. & Fichtinger, G.
(2011), ‘The Effect of Augmented Reality Training on Spinal Facet Joint Injections’,
IEEE Transactions on Biomedical Engineering 58(7), pp. 2031–2037.
Submitted:
6. [Tadayyon2011] Tadayyon, H.; Lasso, A.; Kaushal, A.; Guion, P. & Fichtinger, G.
(submitted), ‘Target Motion Tracking in MRI-guided Transrectal Robotic Prostate
Biopsy’, IEEE Transactions on Biomedical Engineering.
7. [Tokuda2011b] Tokuda, J.; Tuncali, K.; Iordachita, I.; Song, S. S.; Fedorov, A.; Oguro, S.;
Lasso, A.; Fennessy, F. M.; Tempany, C. M.; Hata, N. (submitted), ‘Feasibility of 3 Tesla
MRI-guided Prostate Biopsy with Grid Template’, J Magn Reson Imaging.
8. [Lasso2011b] Lasso, A.; Fedorov, A.; Tokuda, J.; Hata, N. & Fichtinger, G. (submitted),
‘Control model for minimally invasive image-guided intervention systems’.
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Conference papers
MICCAI conference papers
MICCAI is the highest ranked conference in the field of Medical Image Computing and Computer
Assisted Intervention. Papers are 8 pages long and peer-reviewed in a two-tier double-blinded
process. MICCAI papers, published annually in a 2-volume book by Springer, carry the effective
impact factor of a journal, considering the number and weight of references to MICCAI papers
in other publications. MICCAI is indexed on PubMed.
1. [Imani2011] Imani, F.; Wu, M.; Lasso, A.; Burdette, E. C.; Daoud, M. I.; Fichtinger, G.;
Abolmaesumi, P. & Mousavi, P. (In Press), ‘Monitoring of Tissue Ablation Using Time
Series of Ultrasound RF data’, in ‘MICCAI 2011 - Medical image computing and
computer-assisted intervention’, Toronto, ON, Canada.
2. [MPeikari2011] Peikari, M.; Chen, T. K.; Lasso, A. & Fichtinger, G. (In Press), ‘Effects of
Ultrasound Section-Thickness and Side-Lobes on Brachytherapy Needle Tip Localization
Error’, in ‘MICCAI 2011 - Medical image computing and computer-assisted
intervention’, Toronto, ON, Canada.
3. [Xu2010a] Xu, H.; Lasso, A.; Vikal, S.; Guion, P.; Krieger, A.; Kaushal, A.; Whitcomb, L.
L. & Fichtinger, G. (2010), ‘MRI-guided robotic prostate biopsy: a clinical accuracy
validation’, in ‘MICCAI 2010 - Medical image computing and computer-assisted
intervention’, Beijing, China, LNCS 6363/2010, pp. 383–91.

Other conference papers
4. [Bartha2011] Bartha, L.; Lasso, A.; Chen, T. K. & Fichtinger, G. (2011), ‘Automatic
fiducial localization in ultrasound images for a thermal ablation validation platform’, in
‘SPIE Medical Imaging 2011’, Lake Buena Vista, FL, USA, pp. 796421-1–8.
5. [Helybely2003] Helybély, Á. & Lassó, A. (2003), ‘Behaviour based control in the
microrobotics’, in ‘INES03 - The 7th IEEE International Conference on Intelligent
Engineering Systems’, Assiut-Luxor, Egypt, pp. 454–457.
6. [Jeunehomme2004] Jeunehomme, F.; Muller, S.; Iordache, R. & Lassó, A. (2004), ‘Tissue
classification in Contrast Enhanced Digital Mammography using Support Vector
Machines’, in ‘IWDM2004 - International Workshop on Digital Mammography’,
Durham, NC, USA.
7. [Lasso2001a] Lassó, A. & Urbancsek, T. (2001), ‘Communication architectures for webbased telerobotic systems’, in ‘MED01 - IEEE Mediterranean Conference on Control
and Automation’, Dubrovnik, Croatia, pp. 1–4, Paper 068.
8. [Lasso2001b] Lassó, A.; Urbancsek, T. & Helybély, Á. (2001), ‘Microrobot remote
control through WWW’, in ‘microCAD2001 International Scientific Conference’,
Miskolc, Hungary, pp. 133–138.
9. [Lasso2001c] Lassó, A. (2001), ‘Controlling a microrobot through Internet’, in
‘Hungelektro2001 - 6th International Conf. on Electronics and Automation’, Budapest,
Hungary, pp. 102–108.
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10. [Lasso2009] Lassó, A.; Tokuda, J.; Vikal, S.; Tempany, C. M.; Hata, N. & Fichtinger, G.
(2009), ‘A generic computer assisted intervention plug-in module for 3D Slicer with
multiple device support’, in ‘MICCAI2009 - Systems and architectures for CAI
Workshop at MICCAI’, London, UK, pp. 1–8.
11. [Lasso2010b] Lassó, A.; Avni, S. & Fichtinger, G. (2010), ‘Targeting Error Simulator for
Image-guided Prostate Needle Placement’, in ‘EMBC2010 - 32nd Annual International
Conference of the IEEE Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society’, Buenos Aires,
Argentina, pp. 5424–5427.
12. [HPeikari2011] Peikari, H.; Lasso, A. & Fichtinger, G. (2011), ‘Improved validation
platform for ultrasound-based monitoring of thermal ablation’, in ‘SPIE Medical Imaging
2011’, Lake Buena Vista, FL, USA, pp. 79641H-1–8.
13. [Robinson2010] Pompeu-Robinson, A. M.; Gray, J.; Marble, J.; Peikari, H.; Hall, J.; UThainual, P.; Aboofazeli, M.; Lassó, A. & Fichtinger, G. (2010), ‘Validation platform for
ultrasound-based monitoring of thermal ablation’, in ‘SPIE Medical Imaging 2010’, San
Diego, CA, USA, pp. 76250T-1–7.
14. [Tadayyon2010a] Tadayyon, H.; Vikal, S.; Gill, S.; Lassó, A. & Fichtinger, G. (2010),
‘MR-Guided Prostate Motion Tracking by Means of Multi-Slice-to-Volume Rigid
Registration’, in ‘SPIE Medical Imaging 2010’, San Diego, CA, USA, pp. 76252V-1–8.
15. [Tadayyon2010b] Tadayyon, H.; Lassó, A.; Gill, S.; Kaushal, A.; Guion, P. & Fichtinger,
G. (2010), ‘Target Motion Compensation in MRI-guided Prostate Biopsy with Static
Images’, in ‘EMBC2010 - 32nd Annual International Conference of the IEEE
Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society’, Buenos Aires, Argentina, pp. 5416–5419.
16. [Xu2010b] Xu, H.; Lassó, A.; Vikal, S.; Guion, P.; Krieger, A.; Whitcomb, L.; Menard, C.
& Fichtinger, G. (2010), ‘Accuracy Validation for MRI Guided Robotic Prostate Biopsy’,
in ‘SPIE Medical Imaging 2010’, San Diego, CA, USA, pp. 762517-1–8.
17. [Xu2010c] Xu, H.; Lassó, A.; Vikal, S.; Guion, P.; Krieger, A.; Kaushal, A.; Whitcomb, L.
& Fichtinger, G. (2010), ‘Clinical Accuracy of Robot-Assisted Prostate Biopsy in Closed
MRI Scanner’, in ‘The Hamlyn Symposium on Medical Robotics’, London, UK, pp. 7–8.
18. [Zolnay2001] Zolnay, A.; Lassó, A.; Charaf, H. & Vajk, I. (2001), ‘Configurable Remote,
platform independent Control System’, in ‘ACE2000 - IFAC/IEEE Symposium on
Advances in Control Education’, Gold Coast, Australia, pp. 319–324.

Conference abstracts
1. [Hall2010] Hall, J.; Lassó, A.; Peikari, H.; Pompeu-Robinson, A. M. & Fichtinger, G.
(2010), ‘Compilation of a pathological validation database for ultrasound monitoring of
tumour ablation’, in ‘SMIT2010 - International Conference of the Society for Medical
Innovation and Technology’, Trondheim, Norway, Vol. 19, Suppl. 1, 23. 9.
2. [Lasso2010a] Lassó, A.; Kelemen, M.; Haidegger, T.; Kirisits, C. & Fichtinger, G. (2010),
‘Gynecology brachytherapy applicator pose reconstruction in MR images’, in ‘CARS 2010
- 24th International Congress and Exhibition’, Geneva, Switzerland, pp. S324–S325.
3. [Lasso2011a] Lasso, A. & Fichtinger, G. (2011), ‘System design of adaptive image-guided
percutaneous needle intervention software using open source components’, in
‘ImNO2011 - Imaging Network Ontario Symposium’, Toronto, ON, Canada, pp. 45.
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4. [Lasso2011c] Lassó, A. & Fichtinger, G. (In Press), ‘Implementation of an MRI-guided
prostate brachytherapy system’, in ‘1st International CIS Workshop at Budapest’,
Budapest, Hungary.
5. [Neogrady2000] Neogrády, S.; Gálfi, P. & Lassó, A. (2000), ‘Spices and Flavourings as
Possible Functional Food Ingredients’, in ‘KNC2000 - 5th Karlsruhe Nutrition
Congress’, Karlsruhe, Germany, pp. 89.
6. [Tokuda2011] Tokuda, J.; Tuncali, K.; Iordachita, I.; Song, S. S.-E.; Fedorov, A.; Oguro,
S.; Lasso, A.; Fennessy, F. M.; Tang, Y.; Tempany, C. M. & Hata, N. (2011), ‘Preliminary
Accuracy Evaluation of 3T MRI-guided Transperineal Prostate Biopsy with Grid
Template’, in ‘ISMRM 2011 - Annual Meeting of the International Society for Magnetic
Resonance in Medicine’, Montreal, QC, Canada, pp. 3761, 3rd Place Poster Award.
7. [Tuncali2011] Tuncali, K.; Tokuda, J.; Iordachita, I.; Song, S. S.-E.; Fedorov, A.; Oguro,
S.; Lasso, A.; Fennessy, F. M.; Tang, Y.; Tempany, C. M. & Hata, N. (2011), ‘3T MRIguided Transperineal Targeted Prostate Biopsy: Clinical Feasibility, Safety, and Early
Results’, in ‘ISMRM 2011 - Annual Meeting of the International Society for Magnetic
Resonance in Medicine’, Montreal, QC, Canada, pp. 53.
8. [Ungi2009c] Ungi, T.; Novák, G.; Lassó, A.; Sasi, V. & Ungi, I. (2009),
‘Videodensitometric myocardial perfusion assessment on coronary angiograms’, in
‘CARS 2009 - 23rd International Congress and Exhibition’, Berlin, Germany, pp. S340–
S341.
9. [Ungi2011a] Ungi, T.; Yeo, C.; U-Thainual, P.; Lasso, A.; McGraw, R. & Fichtinger, G.
(2011) The Effect of Augmented Reality Training on Spinal Facet Joint Injections, in
‘ImNO2011 - Imaging Network Ontario Symposium’, Toronto, ON, Canada, pp. 87, 3rd
Place Poster Award.
10. [Xu2010d] Xu, H.; Lassó, A.; Vikal, S.; Guion, P.; Krieger, A.; Kaushal, A.; Whitcomb, L.
& Fichtinger, G. (2010), ‘MRI-Guided Transrectal Robotic Prostate Biopsy Validation’,
in ‘AAPM2010 - The American Association of Physicists in Medicine Annual Meeting’,
Philadelphia, PA, USA, pp. 3128–3129.

Patents
1. [Grassin2010] Grassin, F.; Trousset, Y.; Soubelet, E.; Riddell, C. & Lasso, A. (2010),
‘Medical imaging method in which views corresponding to 3D images are superimposed
over 2D images’ (20100315487), General Electric Company.
2. [Lasso2008a] Lassó, A. & Nasztanovics, F. (2008), ‘Systems, apparatus and processes for
automated blood flow assessment of vasculature’ (20100130878), General Electric
Company.
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Other publications
1. [Lasso1998] Lassó, A. (1998), ‘Processing 3D images and linking to CAD model base’,
Student Research Society Project Report, Awarded Second Prize at the Annual Congress of
the Student Research Society at Budapest University of Technology.
2. [Lasso1999] Lassó, A. & Urbancsek, T. (1999), ‘Application of teleoperated
micromanipulators in biotechnology’, Student Research Society Project Report, Awarded First
Prize at the National Congress of the Student Research Society.
3. [Lasso2007] Lassó, A. (2007), ‘2D/3D image registration for X-ray fluoroscopy’, Invited
lecture at 15th Summer School on Image Processing, Szeged, Hungary.
4. [Lasso2008b] Lassó, A. (2008), ‘Vascular imaging and image processing’, in ‘3rd
Conference on Diagnostic Imaging (A képalkotó diagnosztika aktualitásai)’, Budapest,
Hungary.
5. [Lasso2010c] Lassó, A. (2010), ‘Image-guided needle-based percutaneous interventions’,
CARS 2010 - Hands-on-Workshop on Open-Source Tools for Image-Guided Therapy Research
(training faculty) , Computer Assisted Radiology and Surgery, 24th International Congress
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8 Appendix
8.1 Detailed results of the STF processing on
clinical images
The results obtained were compared to the results of methods used in standard clinical
practice: simple mask subtraction and subtraction with mask averaging and peak opacification.
The result of the latter subtraction method is one image frame in that the whole vessel tree is
visible (similarly to processing with SVM); and also the noise level is reduced compared to a
simple subtraction (one mask and one contrast frame). Quantitative comparison is carried out by
calculating the CNR in selected regions of interests (ROI) in the images.
The ROIs were selected at different locations in the images, including vessel segments that
were detected by the automatic vessel point selection algorithm, vessel segments far from
training points, over inhomogeneous background, and other locations where results of different
processing methods differed noticeably.
The results of CNR measurements for the abdomen, arm and hand images are presented in
Table 8-1, Table 8-2, and Table 8-3. The images were processed with simple subtraction (results
are shown from the frame where the CNR was the highest for the given ROI), subtraction with
peak opacification, linear SVM (SVM, γ=0, local) with manually selected training samples from
each ROI, and SVM with automatically chosen samples using a linear kernel (SVM, γ=0) and
SVM with RBF-linear kernel (SVM, γ>0). Positive training samples (vessel points) for the SVM
were selected by the above-described automatic algorithm; the negative samples were randomly
generated. Input and processed image samples are shown in Figure 8-1, Figure 8-2, and Figure
8-3.
The highest CNR values at each ROI were achieved by the locally trained SVM, at several
cases realizing a 50-100% higher CNR than the two subtraction methods. The linear SVM
performed better than subtraction in some cases (with low C parameter at high-contrast areas,
e.g., abdomen ROI 7-8, arm ROI 1-3, hand ROI 3), but generally subtraction gave better results.
SVM with the RBF-linear kernel could learn blood-flow dynamics in the image locally, and so it
achieved the same optimal CNR as the locally trained SVM in several cases (e.g., abdomen ROI 1,
3, 5, 7, 8; arm ROI 1, 2, 3; hand ROI 2, 3, 4). However, the localization constraint in the kernel
results lower contrast in regions far from training samples (e.g., abdomen ROI 4, 6; arm ROI 4);
this effect may be compensated by generating training samples (by interpolation or extrapolation
of detected samples) so that they are spatially evenly distributed in the whole image.
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Table 8-1. CNR measured at different regions in the abdomen image
Abdomen
CNR
ROI 1
ROI 2
ROI 3
ROI 4
ROI 5
Subtraction
8.9119
5.7277
8.8344
3.5995
6.4483
Peak opacification
11.9587
5.8173
10.2066
5.2761
7.3953
SVM
C=2e-3 14.1112 10.2498 11.1961
5.7139
8.4802
γ=0,
local
SVM
C=2e-5 11.5456
6.0482
5.1223
3.3680
5.4676
γ=0
C=2e-4 10.8349
5.5530
6.4659
2.7706
4.3986
C=2e1
8.8523
4.3742
7.1573
1.5610
2.6638
SVM
C=1e-3
14.7809
5.4034
11.7277
3.0852
7.5532
γ=3e-2
8.4347
3.3175
6.8424
2.9849
6.1588
γ=3e-3
Table 8-2. CNR measured at different regions in the arm image
Arm
ROI 1
ROI 2
Subtraction
12.4102
15.5319
Peak opacification
10.0892
20.8892
SVM γ=0, local
C=1e-3
14.6578
20.7600
SVM γ=0
C=2e-5
15.4893
23.8170
C=2e-4
13.9686
21.1436
SVM γ=3e-2
C=1e-3
20.9812
19.2928
Table 8-3. CNR measured at different regions in the hand image
Hand
ROI 1
ROI 2
Subtraction
8.2031
5.5822
Peak opacification
9.2152
7.3425
SVM γ=0, local
C=2e-3
16.6300
9.0130
SVM γ=0
C=2e-5
5.1952
6.1534
C=2e-4
7.6325
5.6183
C=2e2
6.7091
5.1290
SVM γ=3e-2
C=1e-3
8.9791
7.8494

CNR

CNR
ROI 3
6.1899
9.9598
10.3316
10.9632
9.2488
5.8397
11.9237

ROI 6
8.6883
7.3994
7.5741

ROI 7
2.9261
1.8433
5.3079

ROI 8
3.8082
3.5361
6.9271

< 0.1
1.7472
7.4366
6.7994
7.9866

3.9594
3.3480
2.4126
3.8722
3.9125

6.5110
5.6082
4.0167
5.1935
6.3352

ROI 3
6.3871
6.3012
11.2693
9.0045
7.5098
11.3134

ROI 4
4.2210
2.9169
13.4596
1.3034
1.6195
1.3492

ROI 4
3.7510
4.7770
5.6619
< 0.1
< 0.1
0.7886
6.6267

ROI 5
2.1649
2.0485
2.7560
< 0.1
0.7266
1.1514
2.0085
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Figure 8-1. Abdomen sequence mask frame (a), contrast frame (b). Automatic vessel detection algorithm
results, before (c) and after (d) the thinning operation. Vessel enhancement by subtraction
using peak opacification and mask averaging (e) and RBF-linear SVM (γ=1e-2, C=1e-3) (f).
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Figure 8-2. Arm sequence mask frame (a), contrast frame (b). Automatic vessel detection algorithm
results, before (c) and after (d) the thinning operation. Vessel enhancement by subtraction
using peak opacification and mask averaging (e) and RBF-linear SVM (γ=1e-2, C=1e-3) (f).
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Figure 8-3. Hand sequence mask frame (a), contrast frame (b). Automatic vessel detection algorithm
results, before (c) and after (d) the thinning operation. Vessel enhancement by subtraction
using peak opacification and mask averaging (e) and RBF-linear SVM (γ=1e-2, C=1e-3) (f).
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